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Public Beta SharePoint 2013 Released

These are exciting times for anyone working with SharePoint. Now that the public 
beta of SharePoint 2013 is released we all get to see a little bit of what the future 
will hold. A lot of fun and very cool of course, but for the time being the time to 
play around is mainly restricted to the evenings. During the day we continue helping 
out customers, most of whom currently have SharePoint 2010 environments for us 
to work on. With this seventh edition of the DIWUG eMagazine we want to give you 
hints and tips and inspire you to help you in your day to day job.

Of course we want to thank all of the authors again for taking the time to write great 
articles that make this another magazine that we are very proud of.  We also want to 
thank our sponsors, as without them we wouldn’t be able to put the articles together 
for you to read. 

During the rest of the summer we will spend quite a few evenings playing around 
with SharePoint 2013. And a couple of authors will be writing about it for our next 
eMagazine. We will also get ready for the SharePoint Conference in Las Vegas from 
November 12th to 15th. 

The week after that, on November 20th and 21st we’ll be at SharePoint Connections 
in Amsterdam. At SharePoint Connections you will be able to find us in the Ask the 
Experts area. 

I hope you enjoy reading this seventh edition of the DIWUG SharePoint eMagazine 
and I wish you all a very good summer. I hope all of us will get to see some sun when 
we’re not stuck behind a computer screen looking at a random version of SharePoint. 

Mirjam van Olst 

Editor DIWUG SharePoint eMagazine 

mirjam@diwug.nl
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Using Claims for Authorization 
in SharePoint 2010

by Antonio Maio

The concept of claims was introduced into SharePoint with the release of Microsoft SharePoint 
2010. It had previously existed with the Windows Identity Framework (WIF), but SharePoint 

was one of the first mainstream Microsoft products to receive this new capability. Using claims 
is a powerful method of authenticating users enabling single sign-on, alleviating the need for 

developers to build their own identity systems, and ultimately allowing us to take identities 
across network boundaries in a trusted, standards-based way.

With the release of SharePoint 2010, Microsoft also introduced claims for authorization. 
Authorization is the process of determining the actions a user is permitted to perform 
and the content they are permitted to access. This is different from authentication 
which is the process of determining if a user is who they say they are. 

Authorization is typically done in SharePoint with the ACL based permission system. 
A set of users or groups, along with permission levels, are assigned to site collections, 
sites, lists or items. Claims in SharePoint 2010 allow organizations to go beyond this, 
and base a user’s access to content on one or more attributes that are part of their 
identity. Check out the great article in DIWUG eMagazine, March 2011 by Yuri Burger 
called “Claims Based Authentication and how to leverage it in custom SharePoint 
2010 solutions”. This article gives a good introduction to claims based authentication 
and how to build custom claim providers. Here I expand on how claims can be used to 
implement authorization solutions, including advanced scenarios with custom claim 
providers. 

How SharePoint Authorizes with Claims
Claims can be used for authorization when attributes about a user are needed to 
make authorization decisions to access particularly sensitive content. For example, 
a secure military or intelligence installation may need to know a user’s security 
clearance (confidential, secret, top secret) to determine the documents that the user 
is permitted to access. This is best retrieved each time the user logs in, in a trusted 
manner, to ensure we have the most up to date security clearance.

Figure 1. The SharePoint 2010 people picker in a claims enabled web application.
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In SharePoint 2010, claims can be assigned to content items (or libraries, lists or 
sites) in much the same way that user or group permissions can. For example, once 
a web application is claims enabled, I can select a content item and click Manage 
Permissions to add a claim (as a permission) to that item. I use the people picker to 
type an attribute value, select an attribute type and assign it with a permission level. 
In this environment, the people picker looks quite different from what we’re used to, 
as in Figure 1.

To select a valid claim in the people picker you must perform the following actions in 
the order shown here:

1. Type the value of the claim in the Find field (Top Secret in our example).

 Note: the people picker cannot resolve values. If you type your value 
incorrectly it will appear here as if the typo is actually a valid selection.  
As well, it will display multiple valid selections for your value, one for each claim 
type available.

2. Next, you select the attribute type in the All Search Results list on the left side 
– in our case we select Clearance.

3. The list on the right side will then reduce the view to one selection for the 
attribute type selected. Select that attribute type in the right list now.

4. Click the Add button, and then click OK.

Once the claim is selected it can be assigned to the item with a permission level, as in 
Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Grant Permission window with a claims encoded value.

In the Manage Permissions window the claim based permission will then appear as 
top secret (c:0.c|ADFS20 Provider|top secret)

Notice the encoding as it defines several things: the issuer (ADFS20 Provider), the 
claim type (Security Clearance), the claim value (top secret), the claim value type 
(string) and whether it is an identity claim. For more details on claims encoding, see: 
http://www.wictorwilen.se/Post/How-Claims-encoding-works-in-SharePoint-2010.aspx 
by Wictor Wilen. In a claims enabled web application, even when assigning users and 
groups as permissions, the same encoding is used.

The result is that once logged in, as users navigate through SharePoint, the SharePoint 
authorization engine will compare the claims in the user’s identity with the claims 
assigned to an item and if those claims match then the user will receive the assigned 
permission level for that item. If the claims on the item do not match any of those 
in the user’s identity they will be denied access. Claims in SharePoint are very much 
assigned and evaluated like user/group permissions.
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AS A USER NAVIGATES THROUGH SHAREPOINT,
THE SHAREPOINT AUTHORIZATION ENGINE COMPARES CLAIMS
IN THE USER’S IDENTITY WITH CLAIMS ASSIGNED TO AN ITEM.

IF THOSE CLAIMS MATCH, THE USER WILL RECEIVE
THE ASSIGNED PERMISSION LEVEL FOR THAT ITEM.

Getting the Right Claims into SharePoint
Effectively implementing claims-based authorization in SharePoint 2010 relies on two 
things:

 Getting the correct claims into SharePoint when a user logs in

 Assigning the correct claims to the correct content
To retrieve claims about a user when they login, the web application must be configured 
for claims-based authentication. When configuring a SharePoint web application for 
claims-based authentication, there are several authentication mechanisms to choose 
from:

 NTLM or Kerberos Authentication over claims

 Forms Based Authentication over claims

 Trusted Identity Provider

Selecting the right identity provider is a key part of getting the right claims into 
SharePoint to fulfill your authorization business need.

NTLM or Kerberos Authentication over Claims
This is a very simple method of enabling claims based authentication. SharePoint will 
authenticate users directly with Active Directory (AD) and then translate the resulting 
windows identities into claims identities. Unfortunately, this results in a very limited 
set of claims available to SharePoint, including:

 logon name

 user name

 user’s primary SID

 any of the user’s group SIDs (representing groups to which the user belongs)

Any other custom attributes that belong to the user within AD are stripped away and 
not available as part of the claim identity, and therefore not available to SharePoint.

Forms-Based Authentication over Claims
Forms-based authentication is supported in SharePoint 2010, however it must 
be configured using claims. Once authenticated, ASP.NET will create an identity 
object and SharePoint translates this identity into a claims identity. Forms-based 
authentication is not typically used when custom claims, such as a user’s security 
clearance, are required for authorization purposes.

SELECTING THE RIGHT IDENTITY PROVIDER
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION IS A KEY PART OF GETTING

THE RIGHT CLAIMS INTO SHAREPOINT TO FULFILL
YOUR AUTHORIZATION BUSINESS NEEDS.

THERE ARE SEVERAL OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO SHAREPOINT
TO ACCOMPLISH THIS.
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$map = New-SPClaimTypeMapping -IncomingClaimType 
 “http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/emailaddress” 
 -IncomingClaimTypeDisplayName “EmailAddress” -SameAsIncoming

$map2 = New-SPClaimTypeMapping -IncomingClaimType 
 “http://schemas.titus.local/SecurityClearance” 
 -IncomingClaimTypeDisplayName “SecurityClearance” -SameAsIncoming

# The realm identifies the relying party app in ADFS2 
$realm = “urn:titus.sp.local:sharepoint2010”

# Certificate from ADFS2
$cert = New-Object System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates.
X509Certificate2(“c:\adfs20Certificate.cer”)

# URL redirect to to authenticate 
$signinurl = “https://adfs20.sp.local/adfs/ls”

# Add ADFS2 as trusted identity provider 
$ap = New-SPTrustedIdentityTokenIssuer -Name “ADFS20 Provider” 
 -Description “SharePoint 2010 authenticating through ADFS20” 
 -realm $realm -ImportTrustCertificate $cert -ClaimsMappings $map,$map2 
 -SignInUrl $signinurl -IdentifierClaim $map.InputClaimType

# Add ADFS certificate to trusted store
New-SPTrustedRootAuthority -Name “ADFS Token Signing Root Authority” 
 -Certificate $cert

8

Trusted Identity Provider
A trusted identity provider is a server application that receives and responds to 
authentication requests from a Relying Party application (RP). They authenticate 
the user, retrieve attributes about them and return a token containing the user’s 
attributes to the relying party. Also called Secure Token Servers (STS), they issue 
tokens in a standard format (typically SAML) that are digitally signed.

In our case, the relying party is SharePoint 2010. An example of a trusted identity 
provider is Microsoft Active Directory Federation Services version 2.0 (ADFS2). When 
SharePoint is configured to use ADFS2 SharePoint will make an authentication request 
to ADSF2 to authenticate the user at login. ADFS2 authenticates the user against 
Active Directory, retrieves attributes about the user from one or more attribute 
sources, wraps those attributes in a standard token format, digitally signs the token 
and returns it to SharePoint. Once this process is complete, the user is authenticated, 
logged into SharePoint and SharePoint has attributes about the user.

ADFS2 works well for this type of scenario because it can retrieve any attribute from 
a number of different types of sources. Some important points about ADFS2:

 Despite its capability to retrieve attributes from Active Directory or other custom 
attribute stores, ADFS2 will only authenticate a user against Active Directory. 

 ADFS2 can be configured with one or more “claim rules” which transform 
claims that are retrieved from the attribute store, before they are returned 
to SharePoint. For example, if two attributes need to be retrieved from AD, 
concatenated together and issued as a new claim, this can be accomplished 
with a claim rule. Claim rules can be used to check group membership and reach 
out to SQL databases or LDAP directories to retrieve attributes about the user.

 ADFS2 has an extensibility framework for complex scenarios, such as retrieving 
attributes from custom applications. This involves developing the C# interface 
of the iAttributeStore class. ADFS2 will support one or more custom attribute 
stores.

Once ADFS2 is configured with SharePoint 2010 as the relaying party, claims that are 
returned need to be mapped into SharePoint so that they can be read. This can only 
be done through the PowerShell script in listing 1, on the SharePoint server.

Listing 1: PowerShell script to configure ADFS2 with SharePoint as the relaying party.
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# Add a new claim mapping to an existing provider 
$ti = Get-SPTrustedIdentityTokenIssuer -Identity “ADFS20 Provider “

$ti.ClaimTypes.Add(“http://schemas.titus.local/department”)

$DepartmentClaim = New-SPClaimTypeMapping -IncomingClaimType 
 “http://schemas.titus.local/department” -IncomingClaimTypeDisplayName 
 “TitusDepartment” -SameAsIncoming

$DepartmentClaim | Add-SPClaimTypeMapping -TrustedIdentityTokenIssuer $ti

protected override void FillClaimsForEntity(Uri context, SPClaim entity, 
 List<SPClaim> claims)

9

If there is a need to add additional mappings after initial configuration, use the 
PowerShell cmdlet from listing 2. 

Listing 2: Add additional claims mappings to an existing identity provider.

If claims are not mapped as shown here, SharePoint will not make them available 
either through the people picker or programmatically.

Custom Claim Providers
Another useful approach for retrieving claims is thru a custom claim provider. A 
custom claim provider is a farm level feature in SharePoint, typically developed in 
C# which is called immediately after SharePoint authenticates the user. Its purpose is 
to augment or transform claims. SharePoint can support one or more custom claim 
providers deployed at one time.

Custom claim providers can reach out to other sources for attributes, and inject them 
into the user’s identity as part of the login process. They can also access claims that 
have been returned by other identity providers (discussed further on in this article). 

Reliable Context
One important aspect of a custom claim provider is that its methods do not have 
access to a reliable context. Listing 3 shows the main method used to augment claims.

Listing 3: The main method to augment claims.

Within this method we find that the System.Web.HttpContext object is null. The 
SPContext object is also null. If you do manage to get a context, you’ll find that 
it’s the Web Application context and not the Site context. So, if the claims you are 
retrieving or augmenting rely on data within the site the user is logging into, you 
cannot easily retrieve it through conventional means. 

You do however have access to the URL for the site the user is attempting to login 
to through the Uri context parameter. You can use the RESTful SharePoint List Data 
Service to access required list data. First you need to find your list data service end 
point. For example, if the site URL is https:// teamsite.titus.local/ then the list data 
service end point is https:// teamsite.titus.local/_vti_bin/ListData.svc.

You can test the URL by typing it into a web browser and you should get back 
a list of all SharePoint lists that can be queried. If it does not work, ensure that 
you have ADO.NET Data Services installed. You then concatenate the name of the 
appropriate list to the end of this URL, associate the appropriate credentials with 
the data context object needed for authenticated access and make the appropriate 
query to the list. The list data will be returned as an XML document that can then 
be sorted and queried for specific data.

Accessing Trusted Identity Provider Claims 
Often we find that claims required for authorization purposes are dependent on 
combinations of claims that are returned from a trusted identity provider. Those 
combinations can be complex and determining valid combinations according to 
corporate business logic can often be best implemented through a custom claim 
provider. 
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protected override void FillClaimsForEntity(Uri context, SPClaim entity, 
 List<SPClaim> claims)

private string FindClaimValue(List<SPClaim> claims, string ClaimType)
{
  if (claims == null)
    throw new ArgumentNullException(“claims”);

  if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(ClaimType))
    throw new ArgumentException(“Argument null or empty”, “ClaimType”);

  //First search current list of claims
  foreach (SPClaim claim in claims)
  {
    if (claim.ClaimType == ClaimType)
      return claim.Value;
  }
            
  //Search the full incoming SAML message header - Get the request
  string request = 
    System.ServiceModel.OperationContext.Current.RequestContext.
    RequestMessage.ToString();

  //create a list to store results
  List<IncomingClaim> incomingClaims = new List<IncomingClaim>();

  XmlDocument xDoc = new XmlDocument();
  xDoc.LoadXml(rqst);
  XmlNamespaceManager xNS = new XmlNamespaceManager(xDoc.NameTable);

  //add namespaces used
  xNS.AddNamespace(“s”, “http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope”);
  xNS.AddNamespace(“trust”, “http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-
    trust/200512”);
  xNS.AddNamespace(“saml”, “urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion”);

  //get the nodes
  XmlNodeList xList = 
    xDoc.SelectNodes(“s:Envelope/s:Body/trust:RequestSecurityToken/trust:
    OnBehalfOf/saml:Assertion/saml:AttributeStatement/saml:Attribute”, xNS);

  if ((xList != null) && (xList.Count > 0))
  {
    //enumerate through the matches to get the claim list
    foreach (XmlNode xNode in xList)
    {
      string currentClaimType = xNode.Attributes[“AttributeNamespace”].Value
      + “/” + xNode.Attributes[“AttributeName”].Value;

      //each claim type will have one to many child nodes with the values
      foreach (XmlNode claimNode in xNode.ChildNodes)
      {

10

For example, in the intelligence community, access to documents can rely on both 
document classification and caveats. A user would have a specific clearance level 
and caveats associated with their identity, and certain valid combinations of those 
attributes result in legitimate access to sensitive information. The combinations often 
need to be created at login time based on a user’s attributes.

Listing 4 displays the main method used for augmenting the user’s identity with new 
claims when developing custom claim providers.

Listing 4: The main method for augmenting the user’s identity with new claims.

You’ll notice that a list of claims is available as a parameter. However, the only claims 
in this list are those that have actually been inserted by the custom claim provider. So, 
how do we get access to the claims that were returned by ADFS2? 

We need to access the OperationContext object to get the full message request 
header. We’re then going to parse the SAML object within the request header and 
compose a new list of all claims within the SAML token returned from our STS. Listing 
5 shows a useful method to search both the list of claims that is specific to the custom 
claim provider and the list from our STS in order to find the value of a specific type.
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        incomingClaims.Add(new IncomingClaim(currentClaimType,
          claimNode.InnerText));
      }
    }
  }
            
  //Now that we have the full list, lets search it
  foreach (IncomingClaim claim in incomingClaims)
  {
    if (claim.claimType == ClaimType)
      return claim.claimValue;
  }

  return null;
}

11

Listing 5: Method to find the value of a specific claims type.

Using Custom Claims for Authorization
When implementing a custom claim provider there are a number of methods that 
appear to be required only if modifying the user experience within the SharePoint 
people picker- they are:

 FillHierarchy(…)

 FillResolve(…,SPClaim resolveInput, …)

 FillResolve(…,string resolveInput, …)

 FillSchema(…)

 FillSearch(…)

They in fact are required if you plan to use the claims that have been augmented by 
custom claim providers for authorization. Remember, for authorization we need to 
apply the appropriate claims as permissions to content items. This is done through 
the people picker, programmatically or through 3rd party solutions. In order for 
SharePoint to assign claims as permissions without reporting errors, we must define 
how our custom claim provider inserts claims into the hierarchy and schema, how 
SharePoint resolves the claim values selected and how they are searched.

With only minimal implementations of these methods, claims will appear within 
the user’s identity after authentication, but you will not be able to apply them as 
permissions to content. Full and careful implementation of these methods is required 
in order to fully make use of claims for authorization. An excellent example can be 
found here http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff699494.aspx, written by Steve 
Peschka.

Conclusion
Claims in Microsoft SharePoint 2010 provide exciting new capabilities not only for 
authentication but also for authorization. SharePoint provides many options to choose 
from to get the right claims into SharePoint to enforce the authorization policies 
appropriate for your business. Options include building custom claim providers, or 
using centralized secure token servers like ADFS2 in order to authenticate users and 
retrieve attributes about them in a secure and trusted way. A mix of the two can also 
be effectively used. 

Implementing authorization requirements in SharePoint is where we begin to enforce 
policies on our sensitive content and dynamically determine the content users are 
permitted to access and the actions are they permitted to perform. So, it’s important 
that we research the options available thoroughly, we design policies appropriately 
and that careful planning takes place for a claims enabled deployment of Microsoft 
SharePoint 2010.
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Deep Dive into SharePoint 
Enterprise Search for Developers – Part I

by Niels Loup and Jeffrey Zeeman

SharePoint Enterprise Search is part of the SharePoint platform which can be used to build 
powerful search solutions. This article is divided into two parts, which both can be found in this 

edition of the magazine. In part one, we discuss the endless possibilities you have when you want 
to expand and adjust search results.

The power of SharePoint Enterprise Search
Very often vital information is saved on SharePoint portals. Enterprise Search 
enables your employees to recover this information a lot faster. Search is able to find 
information on all SharePoint portals. The information can be found through the title 
of the content, but also through (document) content and metadata. 

A search center consists of web parts that provide a clear overview of the information. 
This information can be further refined by using related metadata and with the help 
of different filters. Search is able to scan millions of documents in a very short period 
of time. Quickly drilling through the information is not a problem. 

Search web parts can be extended by developers. This gives developers the opportunity 
to create search-based solutions. Developers are able to adjust the rendering of the 
search results with the help of XSLT, but also, for example, the refinement panel. 
Sorting the information can be expanded by extending the web parts. These 
possibilities give developers the chance to build powerful solutions. 

Search does not index content real time. Therefore, it might take a while before new 
content shows up in the search results. This should be taken into account when your 
employees generally search for real time information. 

Step by step
Are you a SharePoint developer? Keep on reading! This article will offer you different 
suggestions on how to expand SharePoint search without undermining SharePoint 
development standards, a solution which can be deployed with the help of PowerShell, 
providing you with a maintainable solution. 

Are you anything but a developer, but are you interested in keeping up with the 
opportunities that SharePoint search offers? This article will interest you! You might 
have difficulties understanding the technical part of managing search, but you will be 
left better-informed about the different options search offers. 

This article discusses the different elements of SharePoint search by investigating a 
fictitious case. The case is based on a medium-sized research enterprise called ‘Chemi 
Kali’ for which we are going to develop an enterprise search solution. 

The organisation already uses a SharePoint-based intranet, yet the search solution has 
never been fully developed. 

The most important departments are Sales, R&D, HR and Legal. Chemi Kali 
regularly researches new resources and materials, which are developed into 
semi-manufactured goods. These goods are sold to several other enterprises that 
further develop the products. All different departments have their own sub site on 
the intranet environment, all having different ways of categorising and classifying 
their information and documents. Based on the type of information requested, the 
information has to be presented differently to the user. Due to the enormous amount 
of information available on the SharePoint environment quick filtering and sorting of 
information is required. A certain part of the intranet environment has been isolated 
and can be visited by (potential) clients. Search results have to be presented according 
to a set design, regardless of the browser that’s being used. 
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As with any other good search solution our motto is: ‘not searching, but finding’, 
preferably within a minimum amount of mouse clicks, with results being presented 
on a neatly organised page, clearly formatted, and all according to the type of 
information that is presented.

When developing SharePoint solutions several key principles need to be taken into 
account, especially when applying a DTAP strategy. This might make perfect sense, 
yet in practice, it turns out very often not all DTAP principles are met. This might 
have negative consequences. For now, we would like to limit our principles to the 
following three: 

 Everything should be automated, deployed and managed using PowerShell. 
This eliminates human errors that might occur when a department or individual 
developer is trying to manually complete all the steps involved in a large 
deployment. Costs incurred by investing in an automated deployment script 
are quickly recouped. 

 Do not deviate away from SharePoint development and deployment standards. 
You want your solution to work even after future SharePoint updates.

 SharePoint is a great platform which allows you to adapt and change things. 
Taking this too far might lead to you losing yourself in details. The moral of 
this story: carefully calculate business value against costs, and talk about this 
with your customer. He generally likes spending his time, thus money, on more 
important issues. 

The start
Alright, since it is now clear what we are going to develop and now that we have set 
the standard, we are going to start developing the basis of the search solution. 

Expanding the CoreResultsWebPart
The actual search query in the SharePoint Enterprise Search Index and the presentation 
of the search results is the responsibility of the ‘CoreResultsWebPart’. 

This web part receives the search term(s) from the search-input field and performs a 
query against the SharePoint index. The results that are found formatted using XSLT 
and presented to the user. 

At the research & development department, multiple teams are researching new 
resources and materials. The team that investigates natural resources has team 
members working in the field on different locations, all over the world as well as at 
the head office. Researchers in the field write notes, update research documents and 
publish new findings. The content types of these documents have been expanded with 
a field to record GPS data. This enables employees to determine the exact location 
of the different findings. GPS coordinates are represented as ‘66.70946210780411, 
-53.55137586593628’ and correspond to latitude and longitude coordinates. 

Chemi Kali has expressed the wish to expand the search results with a hyperlink, 
which when clicked opens a new window in Bing Maps indicating the exact location 
of a specific finding. 

To be able to do so, we need to take several steps. Below we have listed each separate 
step, after which we will further explain and/or define the step. 

1. We create a separate search scope which only receives results of our custom 
“research” content type;

2. We deploy a custom XSLT file in the style library of the site collection, which will 
take care of the rendering of the search results by means of Visual Studio; 

3. We add our own, customized, CoreResultsWebPart to the solution;

4. The CoreResultsWebPart has to be configured in order for it to use the custom 
XSLT;

5. The CoreResultsWebPart needs to be configured so that it passes on the GPS 
location of the search results to the XSLT;
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6. Writing the actual XSLT code, in which we use GPS locations in combination 
with Bing Maps;

7. Extending the web part, since we want our XSLT code to be used even when 
there are no search results available;

8. Transferring everything to the deployment scripts. 

Search scopes
Creating search scopes with the help of PowerShell is described in the chapter 
‘deployment’. For now, we would like to focus on adjusting the CoreResultsWebPart. 

Custom XSLT
To get off to a good start we first create a standard new site based on the SharePoint 
Enterprise Search Center template. This type of site by default has all search web 
parts we need on it, the CoreResultsWebPart and the RefinementWebPart being the 
most important ones. We use these out of the box parts to ‘borrow’ several of their 
elements to use for our own solution. Once we have finished our project, we can 
remove this site. Using Visual Studio 2010 we create a new SharePoint project. 

Next, we add a new module which we call ‘ResearchResults’. This module is set up so 
that a new file named ‘ResearchResults.xls’ is deployed in the ́ /Style Library/ChemiKali/
xslt´ folder. At this point, the xsl-file is still empty; the XSLT code will be added later. 

Custom CoreResultsWebPart
At this stage, we have made preparations to connect the CoreResultsWebPart to the 
custom XSLT file. We will connect the two at a later stage. Now, it is time to start 
working with the CoreResultsWebPart. Let’s start by adding a web part to our Visual 
Studio solution.

Browse to the search center you have created before, and set the page to edit mode. 
Next, export the CoreResultsWebPart to your desktop and save the file. Now take this 
file to the previously created module and change the file name into something more 
obvious, such as ‘ResearchCoreResults.webpart’. 

Next, deploy the web part file into the web part gallery in the module. 

Figure 1: Overview of our solution in the solution explorer in VS2010.
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<property name=”XslLink” type=”string”>Style Library/ChemiKali/XSL/
ResearchResults.xsl</property>

<property name=”UseLocationVisualization” type=”bool”>False</property>
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The next thing we do is copy the current XSLT code to the ‘ResearchResults.xsl’ file. 
Copying the current XSLT code can be done quite easily by searching for property ‘XSL’ 
in the ‘ResearchCoreResults.webpart’. All code mentioned in this property should be 
copied to the ‘ResearchResult.xsl’ file. 

Initially we will keep the CoreResultsWebPart will use the uncustomized XSLT. The 
actual adjusting of the XSLT code is described later in this article. 

Using your own XSL code 
Now this has been settled, we are going to configure the ‘ResearchCoreResults.
webpart’ to have it use our own XSL file from now on. 

Look for the property ‘XslLink’ in the ‘ResearchCoreResults.webpart’ file. At this 
point, the property has no value. It should be changed so that it points to our custom 
XSL file as described in listing 1. 

Listing 1: Configure the web part to use our own XSL file.

There are still two important things left to do. The XSL engine needs to be able to 
receive the GPS coordinates of the different search results, and we have to extend our 
copied XSLT code with the Bing Maps hyperlink which is connected to the location of 
a specific finding. 

Custom properties
Let us first make sure that the GPS coordinates are available in XSL, since we need this 
information to be able to open Bing Maps with the right query string parameters. 
To be able to do so, we need to expand two properties in the ‘ResearchCoreResults.
webpart’. These are the ‘PropertiesToRetrieve’ and ‘SelectColumns’ properties. 

Next, we need to make sure that the web part understands that it needs to retrieve 
our configured column and pass it on to the XSL engine. This can be done by setting 
the ‘UseLocationVisualization’ to false. 

Listing 2: Setting the UseLocationVisualization property.

After this step we are done laying the foundation for our solution. 

In short, we have just created a solution in Visual Studio that contains a ‘module’ 
which deployed a custom made XSL file and a web part to the right locations. This 
web part has been adjusted so that it uses our custom XSL file to format the results. 

We can now test our project by doing a deployment from Visual Studio. If we didn’t 
make any mistakes, after the deployment, we will be able to use the SharePoint user 
interface to place our web part on a page. This web part will then use our custom 
XSLT code. 

In order to add the GPS locations to the search results we will first adjust the XSLT 
code. We start by adjusting the XSLT so that it shows the raw XML, instead of neatly 
formatted search results. Figure 2 shows the XSLT code that will render the search 
results as raw XML. By looking at the raw XML, we can check what data is available 
to be used by the XSL engine during rendering. Also, we can use this information to 
make sure that the GPS coordinates of the files are offered to the XSL engine. 
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Figure 3: Search results displayed as raw XML data including gpslocation.

NB1. Before you are able to get search results that include the GPS locations, it is 
important to have added content to the environment beforehand. At least one 
document or list items needs to have GPS coordinates added to it before the 
gpslocation becomes available in the search results. 

NB2. The GPS coordinates property can only be used in search results if the property 
has been promoted to a managed property. 

During a crawl, all properties that are discovered that have a value on at least one 
document or item are saved as so-called ‘crawled properties’, which in itself are not all 
that useful. By promoting these ‘crawled properties’ into ‘managed properties’ they 
can for instance be used in search queries and displayed on the search results page. 

Figure 2: The XSLT code to render search results as raw XML, 
instead of formatted HTML. 

We can now do another deployment, and replace the standard CoreResultsWebPart 
on the result page of the previously created search center with our own web part. The 
search results should now look like they do in figure 3. 
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A little bit further down in the ‘deployment’ chapter we describe how you can create 
a managed property using PowerShell. 

Custom XSLT
Now it is time to adjust the XSL to be able to show the hyperlink that opens Bing 
Maps in a new window. This new window shows the relevant GPS coordinates that 
have been linked to the document. 

We start by undoing the last adjustment we have made to our ‘ResearchResults.xsl’ in 
Visual Studio. We have now restored the originally copied XSL code. 

The XSL file consists of templates that determine the format for the different xml 
elements. In this article, we do not discuss XSLT; we only describe the necessary 
adjustments that have to be made. We search our file for the ‘Result’ template which 
quickly provides us with the XSLT code responsible for rendering each search result. 
We are going to extend this code by adding the highlighted code as shown in figure 
4. The code will add a hyperlink that points to Bing Maps and add a query string that 
contains the GPS coordinates.

Figure 4: Code to render a hyperlink that points to Bing Maps.

When we deploy the solution again and perform a search, the results will now look 
like the result in figure 5. 

Figure 5: The search results after changes have been made to the XSLT stylesheet.

By modifying the XSLT, you can control the HTML that’s rendered. You can render 
search results as lists, a grid or in our case you could even show a map of the world, 
pinning all individual results on the map with the help of Pushpins. This would create 
a visual overview of all findings all over the world. The powerful technology enables 
you to adjust search results to your liking. 
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public override XPathNavigator GetXPathNavigator(string viewPath)
{
  XPathNavigator results = base.GetXPathNavigator(viewPath);
  if (results != null)
  {
    XmlNodeList resultNodes = xmlResponseDoc.SelectNodes(“//Result”);

    // If no search results are available, then add our own empty result node 
to the nodelist
    if (resultNodes.Count == 0)
    {
      XmlNode noRecordsNode = xmlResponseDoc.CreateElement(“Result”);
      xmlResponseDoc.DocumentElement.AppendChild(noRecordsNode);
    }
  }
  return results;
}
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Format the output if there are no search results 
A common problem when using SharePoint search is the difficulty of changing the 
presentation of search results when there are no results available. However, when 
you read through the XSL file you might notice that there are different templates 
that are called when no search has been admitted or when there are no search results 
available. Unfortunately, these templates are quite misleading. When there are no 
results, the XSL file is not loaded at all. The rendering of the ‘we did not find any 
results for …’ text is done in the CoreResultsWebPart itself, without using the XSL file. 

So, whatever you might add to an XSL file, when standard procedure is followed it is 
impossible to get SharePoint to use your own presentation formats when there are 
no search results available. 

Figure 6: The default search results page when no results are found.

Luckily for us developers this behaviour can be changed. 

The behaviour can be easily manipulated by deriving the CoreResultsWebPart and 
making our own implementation for the ‘GetXPathNavigator’ method. This method 
allows us to add an empty result node when no result nodes are available. By doing 
so, we make sure that the web part renders the HTML when there are no results in the 
same way it renders the HTML when there is only one result. This ensures that XSL is 
loaded and used to render the HTML even if there are no search results. 

Listing 3: Overriding GetXPathNavigator to use the XSLT file 
when no results are found.

By extending the XSLT file with an extra condition that checks for empty results you 
are able to show your own ‘no results’ template or render your own HTML, without 
this having consequences for a situation in which a search only recovers a single result. 
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<xsl:choose>
  <xsl:when test=”string-length(id) = 0”>
    <tr>
      <td>We did not find any results. Please try again.</td>
    </tr>
  </xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
//*DEFAULT RENDERING OF ALL SEARCH RESULTS *

We would be very glad to receive 
your articles on SharePoint 2010 
for our eMagazine.
  ...

 Please?

Hi author, glad to meet you 
The Dutch Information Worker User Group (DIWUG) is 
a platform for those who are interested in Information 
Worker solutions. Three to four times a year DIWUG 
issues two versions of a SharePoint eMagazine viz. 
one for Acrobat Reader and one for eReader. 

Our eMagazine is free downloadable and written 
by MCM’s, MVP’s and other well known members of 
the SharePoint community. The target readers are 
IT-pro’s, developers and end (power) users.

All articles are in English. We invite you to have a 
look at our website www.diwug.nl. Click on the 
upper central logo to enter the page with download 
instructions.

Don’t be shy
You are not a native English writer? Our editors will 
screen your article on English spelling and grammar.

Never wrote an article before? DIWUG editors will 
guide you with templates and guidelines towards an 
excellent result, worth to be read all over the world.

Whenever you have performed a presentation, you 
might as well have the key for a good article. In case 
of any doubts, do not hesitate to contact one of the 
DIWUG editors. She most certainly will give you the 
additional information you need to have.

Writing an article
 Use the DIWUG template when writing your 
article

 Your article contains about 1,500 to 2,000 words
 Use high quality (HiRes) plain images

 (no shadows, no gradients, no other effects)
 Send images separately (not only in the article)

Don’t forget
 Your biography together with photo
 Contact info you want to have published

Now you know enough to contact us
Let us have your email or tweet addressed to:

Marianne van Wanrooij
 marianne@diwug.nl - @mariannerd

Mirjam van Olst
 mirjam@diwug.nl - @mirjamvanolst

Both Marianne and Mirjam are anxious to reply 
soonest with relevant information, templates and 
guidelines so that the next issue of DIWUG SharePoint 
eMagazine may contain an article of yours.

Thanks in advance for your article to come.
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Listing 4: XSL used to render a custom ‘no results have been found’ message.
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public class DateTimeManagedPropertyFilterGenerator :   
  ManagedPropertyFilterGenerator
{
  public override List<XmlElement> GetRefinement(
    Dictionary<string, Dictionary<string, RefinementDataElement>>    
refinedData, 
    XmlDocument filterXml, int maxFilterCats)
  {
    List<XmlElement> refinements = base.GetRefinement(refinedData, 
      filterXml, maxFilterCats);
    if (refinements.Count > 0)
    {
      refinements = SortRefinementValues(refinements);
    }
    return refinements;
  }
}
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Deep Dive into SharePoint 
Enterprise Search for Developers – Part II

by Niels Loup and Jeffrey Zeeman

In SharePoint 2010 search web parts are able to filter and sort out search results.
In part two of this article we implement adjustments to the RefinementWebPart and the 

CoreResultsWebPart to be able to sort search results and filters. In order to allow for automated 
configuration of some of the requirements, we will end our article by briefly explaining a number 

of useful PowerShell cmdlets. 

Extending the RefinementWebPart 
The publication site of the research & development department has its own search 
center. Researchers can find their own documents and those created by their 
colleagues here. It is of vital importance that recent results are instantly presented to 
the user. The search box will remain visible on the page to allow researchers to search 
for different documents. All documents are labelled with different metadata, such as 
publication date, name of the team and geographical location. 

The fixed query has been set to the ContentType ‘Research document’. By searching 
for a specific content type we limit our search results to the research documents only. 
Next, we would like to expand the refinement web part with a publication date. The 
publication date can be found on the content type of the research document. 

The publication date crawled property has been promoted to a managed property 
in the search service application. The refinement definition can be expanded 
with a ‘ManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’. Unfortunately, this generator is not 
able to sort results by date. To be able to do this, we need to create our own 
‘ManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’. 

We add a new class to our project, the ‘DateTimeManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’. 
This class inherits from the ‘ManagedProperyFilterGenerator’. Filter values are 
processed in the ‘GetRefinement’. The ‘GetRefinement’ method is overwritten in the 
‘DateTimeManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’ class. 

Listing 1: The DateTimeManagedPropertyFilterGenerator class.

Replacing refinement filter values have been worked out in the ‘SortRefinementValues’ 
and ‘ResetRefinementValues’ methods. We pick up the xml filter value in the 
‘SortRefinementValues’ method and we create an XPathNavigator with a copy of the 
filter values. 
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private List<XmlElement> SortRefinementValues(List<XmlElement> refinements)
{
  XmlDocument tempdoc = new XmlDocument();
  tempdoc.LoadXml(refinements[0].OuterXml);

  XmlNodeList filterNodes = refinements[0].SelectNodes(@”//Filters/Filter”);
  XmlNodeList moreFilterNodes = 
    refinements[0].SelectNodes(@”//MoreFilters/Filter”);

  XPathNavigator nav = tempdoc.CreateNavigator();

  ResetRefinementValues(filterNodes, nav);
  ResetRefinementValues(moreFilterNodes, nav);

  return refinements;
}

private void ResetRefinementValues(XmlNodeList nodes, XPathNavigator navigator)
{
  XPathExpression exp = navigator.Compile(@”//MoreFilters/Filter”);
  exp.AddSort(“Value”, new DescendingDateTimeComparer());

  XPathNodeIterator item = navigator.Select(exp);

  int i = 0;
  while (item.MoveNext() && i < nodes.Count)
  {
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[0].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Value”).Value;
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[1].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Tooltip”).Value;
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[2].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Url”).Value;
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[3].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Selection”).Value;
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[4].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Count”).Value;
    nodes[i].ChildNodes[5].InnerText = item.Current.SelectSingleNode(“Percentage”).Value;
    i++;
  }
}

public class DescendingDateTimeComparer : IComparer
{
  public int Compare(object x, object y)
  {
    if (x.ToString().StartsWith(“Any “))
      return 0;
    DateTime dt1 = DateTime.Parse(x.ToString());
    DateTime dt2 = DateTime.Parse(y.ToString());
    return dt2.CompareTo(dt1);
  }
}
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Listing 2: The SortRefinementValues method.

In the ‘ResetRefinementValues’ method we sort the copy of the filter values with the 
help of a DescendingDateTimeComparer. Next, we check the original list and write 
the new filter values. This is necessary, because the editing of the original list of filter 
values will cause exceptions. 

Listing 3: The ResetRefinementValues and the 
DescendingDateTimeComparer methods.

The ‘ManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’ can now be used in the search center. It 
can be activated by overwriting the refinement definition. We register our own 
‘ManagedPropertyFilterGenerator’ in the refinement definition as shown in listing 4: 
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<FilterCategories>
  <Category
    Title=”Vergaderdatum”
    Description=”” 
    Type=”ChemiKali.SharePoint2010.DateTimeManagedPropertyFilterGenerator, 
 $SharePoint.Project.AssemblyFullName$
    MetadataThreshold=”3”
    NumberOfFiltersToDisplay=”3”
    MaxNumberOfFilters=”100”    
    ShowMoreLink=”True”
    MappedProperty=”BPVergaderdatum”
    MoreLinkText=”meer weergeven”    
    LessLinkText=”minder weergeven”/>
</FilterCategories>

public class SortableResultsWebPart : CoreResultsWebPart
{
  protected override void ConfigureDataSourceProperties()
  {
    string orderByProperty = “MY_MANAGED_PROPERTY_NAME”;

    // only do stuff when search results are visible   
    if (this.ShowSearchResults)
    {
      // run the base code     
      base.ConfigureDataSourceProperties();

      try
      {
        // if orderByProperty is not set, use default behaviour   
        if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(orderByProperty))
        {
          // get the datasource and change the sortorder  
          CoreResultsDatasource dataSource = this.DataSource as 
            CoreResultsDatasource;
          dataSource.SortOrder.Clear();
          dataSource.SortOrder.Add(orderByProperty, 
            Microsoft.Office.Server.Search.Query.SortDirection.Descending);
        }
      }
      catch (Exception)
      {
        // handle this error! and show a friendly error message           
      }
    }
  }
}
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Listing 4: The customized refinement definition.

Sorting search results
As you probably have noticed by now, SharePoint Enterprise Search offers a lot of 
different possibilities when it comes to adjusting and expanding the different features. 
One of the more difficult elements to customize, is the sorting of search results. The 
standard option is sorting results based on ‘recently changed’ and ‘relevance’. It is not 
all that strange for you to want to sort your search results based on other metadata. 

Microsoft offers developers the possibility to make their own ranking models. 
The idea behind these ranking models is being able to add importance to 
certain metadata in order to get a higher ranking in the search results. TechNet  
(http://bit.ly/Hdk3on) offers a great hands-on lab to create your own ranking model. 
By extending the CoreResultsWebPart you can even write your own code to use a 
specific ranking model in a search. This allows you to use multiple ranking models in 
your CoreResultsWebPart. For more information on ranking models, visit Technet. 

Another simple solution to manipulate the order of your search results is extending 
the CoreResultsWebPart and adjusting the data source of the CoreResultsWebPart. 
In the example below you can see how you can influence the order of your search 
results: 

Listing 5: Manipulating the order of your search results.
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<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>
<FilterCategories>

  <Category Title=”Minerals” Description=”” SortBy=”Name”  
   Type=”Microsoft.Office.Server.Search.WebControls.TaxonomyFilterGenerator”      
   MetadataThreshold=”3” NumberOfFiltersToDisplay=”3”    
   MaxNumberOfFilters=”20” ShowMoreLink=”True”    
   MappedProperty=”ows_MetadataFacetInfo” MoreLinkText=”More…”      
   LessLinkText=”Less…” />

</FilterCategories>
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This code gives a clear insight in how it can be used in a specific situation. For example, 
you could create a dropdown list with several different sorting options. When a user 
makes a specific choice, the sorting order can be adjusted as described above. More 
information on this subject can be found on Bart-Jan Hoeijmakers’s blog (http://bit.
ly/GHsUic). 

Configuring taxonomy fields and filter values in search results
Chemi Kali’s research & development department is responsible for managing the 
taxonomy of the different resources and products. Information about minerals is 
added to the research documents. For this, the taxonomy of Chemi Kali contains 
a separate term set. The complete taxonomy of Chemi Kali is quite extensive and 
contains several term sets. Consequently, a lot of the term sets can be used to filter 
search results by using the filter options in the search center on the publication site. 

A standard search center includes a refinement web part. The refiners will display 
all taxonomy fields that are linked to the items in the search results by default. This 
can be modified by implementing your own Category elements. The taxonomy field 
is linked to the ows_metadatafacets managed metadata property. This Category 
element in the definition makes sure that all refiners are shown. The refinement web 
part determines the sequence of the metadata.

It is possible to change the sorting of the refiners by adding a Category for all different 
fields. This allows you to decide which fields are visible to the user. This method can 
also be used to sort the taxonomy filter values. Chemi Kali only needs a single filter 
value. This value is set as follows: 

Listing 6: Use the minerals taxonomy field as a search results refiner.

The Title attribute of the Category element is set to ‘minerals’, which is the name 
of the managed metadata property. By doing so, the TaxonomyFilterGenerator only 
retrieves the filter values for this specific field. 

Configuring Enterprise Search Service 
Application with PowerShell 

PowerShell creates new opportunities for developers and administrators to install 
search solutions by scripting them. The Chemi Kali solution uses its own managed 
metadata properties and scopes. With the help of PowerShell these can be easily 
configured in the Enterprise Search Service Application. This saves us from writing 
extensive release notes. Furthermore, it prevents human errors from occurring during 
the installation. 

Chemi Kali’s solution consists of a number of managed properties and scopes. We are 
now going to script the managed properties for the publication date. 

We start by retrieving the Search Service Application with the 
‘Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication’ cmdlet.

Many of the PowerShell cdmlets used to configure the search service application need 
a service application parameter. We save these in a variable SearchApp. Next, we 
need to set a crawled property. 
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$searchApp = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication

$category = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataCategory –Identity SharePoint 
-SearchApplication $searchApp

$crawledProperty = New-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataCrawledProperty -SearchAp-
plication $searchApp -Category $category -VariantType 64 -Propset 00130329-
0000-0130-c000-000000131346 -Name “PublishedDateTime” -IsNameEnum $false

$managedProperty = New-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty -SearchAp-
plication $searchApp -Name PublishedDateTime -Type 4

New-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataMapping -SearchApplication $searchapp -Crawled-
Property $crawledProperty -ManagedProperty $managedProperty

Set-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty -SearchApplication $sa 
-Identity ContentType -EnabledForScoping $true

$scope = New-SPEnterpriseSearchQueryScope -SearchApplication $sa 
 -Name “Research Documents” -Description 
 “Scope will only return research documents” -DisplayInAdminUI $true

$scopeRule = New-SPEnterpriseSearchQueryScopeRule -SearchApplication $sa 
 -Scope $scope -RuleType PropertyQuery -ManagedProperty ContentType 
 -PropertyValue “Research Documents” -FilterBehavior Include 
 -Url http://chemikali
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Listing 7: Set the crawled property for the publication date.

TIP:

The VariantType and the PropSet can be retrieved by searching for the crawled 
property on a development machine. Crawled properties are available after a full 
crawl. You can find a page with crawled properties in the search service application, 
under the metadata properties link. Here, you can look up the name of your site 
column.

The managed property enables you to use your column in a search query. With the 
help of the ‘New-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty’ cmdlet we create a 
new managed property. 

Listing 8: Create a managed property for the publication date.

The managed property now exists, but still needs to be connected to the crawled 
property. The connection can be established by adding the following cmdlet to the 
script: 

Listing 9: Create the mapping between the crawled property 
and the managed property.

The fixed query of Chemi Kali’s search center uses the managed property ContentType. 
We need to adjust these to be able to use them in the scopes. The managed property can 
be updated by using the cmdlet ‘Set-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty’. 

Listing 10: Allow for a managed property to be used in scopes.

The CoreResultsWebPart has been set with a scope. Consequently, we 
only retrieve research documents. The scope can be created by using the 
‘New-SPEnterpriseSearchQueryScope’ cmdlet.

Listing 11: Create a new search scope.

The scope is set with a scope rule. This rule determines which content is retrieved 
through the scope and can be set by using a managed property. We create a scope 
rule of the PropertyQuery type which we modify to only have it retrieve documents 
that have the ContentType “Research Documents” assigned to them. 
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Set-SPEnterpriseSearchCrawlContentSource -SearchApplication $sa -Identity 
“Local SharePoint Sites” -StartAddresses http://chemikali

$contentSource = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchCrawlContentSource -SearchApplication 
$sa -Identity “Local SharePoint Sites
$contentSource.StartFullCrawl()

#Compile scope for usage
$sa.StartScopesCompilation()
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To be able to categorise the content we create a content source. Since we are 
working in an empty environment we replace the Local SharePoint Sites with 
our own StartAdresses. The new StartAdresses can be added through the 
‘Set-SPEnterpriseSearchCrawlContentSource’ cmdlet.

Listing 12: Add a new start address to the Local SharePoint Sites content source.

Finally, we start a full crawl and indicate we would like to start a scope compilation. 
After a few minutes, all items are added to the search index which enables us to 
query the information. 

Listing 13: Start a full crawl, followed by scope compilation.

Conclusion
The expandability and flexibility of enterprise search web parts enable developers 
to create complex search solutions. The flexibility of XSLT enables the developer to 
modify the presentation of search results. The expandability of search web parts 
helps us to create different ways of sorting and representing information. 

When developing a solution it is of vital importance to take all advantages and 
disadvantages of search into account. Search works as a powerful tool when content is 
spread over different site collections. When implementing search solutions, developers 
should take the necessary extra configuration in the search service application into 
account.

DIWUG TIPS & TRICKS

Apply Masterpage and CSS on a Teamsite 

Sometimes you are working in a environment without default Themes or Masterpages. 
If you want a apply a Theme of Masterpage you do it in 2 ways:

1. In the site above the Teamsite go to Site-settings and choose Masterpage setting and 
apply it for the current site and subsites.

2. If the site above is a Teamsite you have no option Masterpage in the SiteSettings. 
Paste the following _Layouts/ChangeSiteMasterPage.aspx after the URL of your Teamsite.
You can now make a choice for Masterpage or CSS settings.

Jan Ligtenberg, trainer/ consultant APS IT-diensten,

j.ligtenberg@apsitdiensten.nl; 06 10634297
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Organizing SharePoint Development
by Ton Stegeman

The last 2 years we have done a lot of SharePoint development projects. They all have landed on 
2 production farms and most of them also had updates to vNext of the application. These projects 

share components from our SharePoint platform, a library of around 25 reusable components. 
We currently have 5 scrum teams that are running SharePoint projects. We have learned a lot 

about how to organize SharePoint development in this dynamic environment. In this article I want 
to share our experiences and how we organized our projects. Whether or not it applies to your 
environment depends on a lot of factors, but some of them just might. We´ll start with getting 

projects ready to be deployed to production and work our way back to the development process.

Team developers and IT administrators
The test environment is the first ‘managed’ environment in our DTAP street, managed 
by admins. Developers have no permissions, except reading log files. Projects need to 
be installed as in production. When our projects deliver for deployment to test, a 
developer and IT admin are teamed up and they run through the installation process 
together. By letting them install the project together, they get to know each other 
and their specific challenges and problems. Developers experience in real life how 
confusing badly written release notes can be and how difficult troubleshooting an 
installation can be if you don’t know the project. Administrators hear more about 
what (and why) the developers have built and learn about the choices they have 
made. Deployment issues are quickly fixed if a developer is co-installing. An example 
is adding a new managed path, which was created manually in development. The 
quality of each next delivery of the project will improve, because developers better 
understand for what environment they build software. Because they know each other, 
they are a better team to deliver working software in the production environment.

WHEN DEVELOPERS AND ADMINISTRATORS INSTALL
THEIR SOLUTIONS TOGETHER, THEY BECOME A BETTER

TEAM TO DELIVER WORKING SOFTWARE

Health Analyzer rules

Figure 1: We don’t need these!
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After every installation in the test environment, our IT administrators have a test 
matrix they go through. They check the ULS logs for new error messages and check 
the health analyzer for missing files, features and other things the analyzer reports. 
They report everything they find (in an InfoPath form) and if the project has issues, 
they need to be fixed. Otherwise your project will not go through to acceptance. 
This seems very strict, but is the only way to keep our farms clean. Figure 1 shows an 
example of the messages we do not want in our farms.

We started off notifying the development teams of missing features, kindly asking 
them to fix it. Being under pressure this resulted in ‘yeah we know, and we will fix it 
in a hotfix release after we are in production’. No need to explain this never happens. 
This made us change the process and make the health analyzer check a blocking issue. 
All teams hate us for doing that, but our farms much cleaner these days.

ALL TEAMS HATE US FOR DOING THAT,
BUT OUR FARMS MUCH CLEANER THESE DAYS.

Centralize Web application configuration
Farm setup is centralized in our environment. Projects do not need to worry about 
that. The setup takes care of everything at the farm level and creates web applications 
with an empty site collection. At that point, the project teams take over and do their 
thing. One thing we will do shortly is centralize configuration to the web applications. 
We have multiple teams building sites in the same web application. Project teams 
tend to know their project very good, but are not aware of everything else in the 
same environment. Enabling anonymous access, what zones to extend to, which 
authentication providers to use on what zone, using SSL, creating managed paths and 
trust levels are examples of configuration that you want to manage centrally. Seems 
obvious, but we didn’t. And then you get to discuss why suddenly users in site X need 
to choose an authentication provider. Well, because site Y is now also in the test 
environment and they use multiple authentication providers. Or why site Z suddenly 
has anonymous access disabled. Well, we deployed site Y and we switched it off at the 
web application. Projects meet each other in a very early stage in a test environment, 
so we find the issues quickly, but it is better to not have them in the first place. There 
is one exception to the rule: web.config changes.

Introduce WSP versioning
All our projects have dependencies on the platform they run on. On top of SharePoint, 
we have a shared platform with 25 components that add new functionality. We also 
have a generic business layer that is re-used across projects. To make it complex, all 
projects make changes to the shared components. Needless to say it is very important 
to know what version of which component is running on which farm. We added WSP 
versioning to our development process. This is managed by our TFS team build. It 
writes a version number to the AssemblyFileVersion attribute of each assembly in the 
solution. This number is also written to a text file that gets packaged in the WSP. This 
number is the WSP version number. We started off by adding the version number 
to the name of the WSP. This turned out to be useless, because that name never 
changes. Having a version number in our WSPs allows us to do a number of things:

http://www.avanade.com
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 Display the version of the website build for testers. Every web site has 1 primary 
component that is the main package. We have a control in our master page that 
shows that version of that WSP, if it is built as a debug build. Figure 2 shows this 
version bar.

Figure 2: Version toolbar shows current version.

 Administrators have a custom PowerShell cmdlet that shows the version of 
every single component that is installed in the farm (see Figure 3). Easy to use 
when they need to compare farms for differences between test and production 
for example.

Figure 3: Output of the product info cmdlet.

 Handling multiple projects in the same farm is much more robust by 
enhancing our generic installation scripts. Let’s say project A makes a change 
to component X and deploys version 1.2.2.5 to test. Project B also makes a 
change and deploys version 1.3.0.0 to test, acceptance and production. Then 
project A moves to acceptance and installs version 1.2.2.5 of component X. Now 
project B is broken, because and old version of component X is installed. Our 
installer handles this based on our WSP versioning system. When project A is 
installed, components X doesn’t get an update, because it is at a higher version. 
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of our project installer. It shows what components 
need to be installed.

Figure 4: Project installer handles versioning
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Never touch web.config files
Try not to touch your web.config files manually. If your farm grows in number of 
servers, web applications or zones on the web apps, things get unmanageable. Every 
component/product that we install is responsible for its own web.config changes. With 
every component we deliver an XML file that defines the changes to the web.config 
files. Our project installer handles these changes using the SPWebConfigModification 
class. After handling them, the installer runs the appropriate timer job to propagate 
the changes and waits until it is finished. We push web.config changes from 
PowerShell (instead of using the usual feature approach), because it makes it a lot 
easier to handle farm specific settings. A setting like the name of the database server 
is different for each farm in the DTAP street. If we would be using features, we would 
have to add the value of these settings to the files we deploy with the WSP. Now we 
can feed these settings from a farm specific XML file with all project settings, which 
is way more flexible.

TRY NOT TO TOUCH YOUR WEB.CONFIG FILES MANUALLY

Connections to back end systems 
Most of the projects we are building have connections to back office systems like 
databases and WCF services. Until recently, we managed these connections in the 
appSettings element of web.config. This works fine at runtime, but managing them 
is a bit difficult. They tend to change frequently in test environments. Changing a 
service url, required us to re-run just 1 web.config setting, which is part of the entire 
installation set. Our project installation supports that, but it is a bit tricky. You need 
to be very careful to start the right action and nothing else. Although we have a 
robust way of managing web.config changes, we are moving away from web.config. 
Another challenge we face in test environments is that although the farm only has 
1 component that calls service X, web applications use different urls for that service. 
Project 1 calls service X and project 2 uses a new version of service X on a different 
url. But there’s only 1 component that is being used at runtime to call service X. If 
one of the projects has an issue, who’s using the correct url? Challenges like that 
made us look for a different solution. In our new setup, we have a SharePoint list 
in Central Administration in which we register the connections. To make it easy to 
use, we created a new component. This handles impersonation, caching, disposing 
connections, etc. To make it extra cool, there is an option to change all connections 
from back office test environment 1 to back office test environment 2 with a single 
mouse click.

Make deployment part of development
Make your developers responsible for delivering testable solutions. If you do scrum, 
put ‘testable in test environment’ in your definition of done. Developers need to 
think about the deployment of their work. This is not just right click in Visual Studio 
and select Deploy!

Developers need to think about how to configure SharePoint to deliver a working 
solution. It is not just about building features and throwing the WSP in the solution 
gallery. Thinking about how the features are going to be activated and how web 
parts are being added to pages is also part of their job. As soon as they check in 
their work and the next build gets deployed to the test servers it should just work. 
Instead of giving testers new pieces of software (Hey, we have built this cool thing, 
but you first need to activate some features, create a list, add some data, create a 
new page, add a web part and then you can test), we have delivered a testable piece 
of functionality.

WHEN DOING SCRUM,
PUT ‘TESTABLE IN TEST ENVIRONMENT’

IN YOUR DEFINITION OF DONE
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Introduce a deployment test farm
We have a dedicated farm for developers to test the deployment process and run 
regression tests. The farm is an unmanaged development farm. We are allowed to 
run multiple installations in the official test environment, but we try to avoid that. 
Because all teams use the managed test farm, it can get pretty busy. A broken 
installation is blocking the test farm from being used. Therefore we need to ensure 
the quality of the installations. We do this by having this dedicated farm. Before we 
deliver a project, one of the developers tests the installation. Open the release notes 
and test if you can get the latest build installed successfully. This should increase the 
quality of the builds and decrease the number of installations in test. I wrote ‘should’ 
because we are not there yet. Projects tend to write code until the last day, run a 
quick installation check just before the installation of the test environment starts. A 
fully tested installation and regression tested farm are not in their definition of done. 
Something we need to improve.

Standardize project delivery
When delivering multiple projects from multiple teams to the same farm, it is 
important to have the delivery process standardized. We have a common project 
structure and 1 single TFS team build process that is used in every single project. This 
way the release builds of our components are always dropped in the same place. We 
have a central file share that we use as a repository for the release builds that are 
actually released. The TFS drops get copied to this folder by custom tools. The folder 
structure (see figure 5) and files in those folders are equal for all projects we deliver.

Figure 5: Standardized TFS project structure

Support files for the installation always have the same name. The same is true for the 
release notes. They are always in the same place and have roughly the same content 
(description, environment variables used, installation instructions, and technical 
tests). Because of this standardization, all administrators can install all projects, which 
is pretty flexible in terms of planning. A bigger advantage is that it allowed us to 
script the deployment process. Every project can now just deliver a XML file with the 
list of WSPs (and version) they are using (project specific or shared) and the installer 
takes care of the rest. See Figure 4 for a screenshot of the installer. It saves us a lot of 
time and improves the quality of our installations.

Testers are friends
Make sure you have a tester in your project teams from day 1. If you do scrum, let 
them be full project members and let them be part of all planning sessions. This way 
they know much more about the project. From the first day your developers start 
writing code, testers can start writing test scenarios. Depending on the skills of the 
tester, we write Coded UI tests using Visual Studio. This way tests can be repeated 
over and over again, and real world business scenarios are tested. Tests are written 
by people who have a much better feeling of how end users are going to use your 
application than most developers.
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Skip the Daily build
One of the first things we did after setting up our DTAP street, was setting up a daily 
build. TFS builds all our solutions every evening and per project we have a Windows 
scheduled task that installs the software. We run these tasks on a special build farm, 
which is a 3 server farm with separate roles for database, application server and 
web front end. For projects that are independent on the rest of the farm this still 
works fine. Most of our projects however depend on a number of shared platform 
components and some even share business components. For these projects we are 
moving away from an automated daily build. Simply because it takes too much time 
to fix the build daily. When a user story is closed, one of the team members installs 
the latest build to the project specific test environment. This is an unmanaged, single 
server farm. This is a good balance between finding problems early and have a pretty 
stable test environment for our testers. For more details on our DTAP street, see  
http://www.tonstegeman.com/blog/2011/10/organizing-sharepoint-projects-our-dtap-street/. 

Design for uptime
If you are in a shared environment, it is important to design your solutions for uptime 
during deployment. Something we realized ourselves pretty late. A normal design 
principle is to create a feature receiver that does some configuration magic when 
it gets activated. Feature activation often happens in the installation process. The 
drawback of this is that your assembly now needs to go into the GAC. You will now 
get an iisreset when it gets updated. Not so nice in a shared farm running multiple 
sites. Because you upgrade 1 single WSP, all your sites go down for a short period of 
time. In our case things get worse because of our shared platform. These components 
are all single solution packages. Larger projects install around 30 WSP files. And if this 
leads to 30 iisresets, this means quite a lot of down time of the environment. In a lot 
of cases we found it pretty simple to move the feature receiver code to a PowerShell 
script that gets called in the installation process. This leads to more solution packages 
that are web application scoped. I am not trying to say you cannot use them, but 
think about the consequences of using feature receivers.

IF YOU HAVE TO INSTALL 30 WSPS THAT ALL CAUSE
AN IISRESET THIS WILL LEAD TO QUITE A LOT

OF DOWN TIME OF THE ENVIRONMENT.

Automate your farm setup
We have a set of PowerShell scripts that install our farms. The scripts can be 
parameterized in a XML file. The advantage of this is that all environments have 
the same setup, whether you are installing a single server development server or 
a multi-server production farm. Same web applications, application pools, service 
applications, service accounts, same everything. Make sure you have different service 
accounts for each type of environment (D, T, A, P), but have the same set across all 
farms. If you run in multi-tenant mode, your development machines are also multi-
tenant. If your websites require SSL, make them use SSL in development. It saves you 
from a lot of potential configuration headaches when deploying to test for the first 
time. As a bonus you can deploy new farms quickly. It takes a fair bit of time and 
resources to set this up for your environment, but it will pay off pretty quickly. Check 
SPAutoInstaller (http://autospinstaller.codeplex.com) to get started.
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Office 365 and Identity Federation
by Bert Jan van der Steeg

Office 365, Microsoft’s online offering and successor to BPOS has been released some time ago 
and a lot of organizations that were using BPOS have now been migrated. For many companies 

Office 365 is an appealing alternative to hosting and maintaining their own IT-infrastructure.

The business case for transitioning to Office 365 from an on-premise situation is based 
on the fact that all resources are being hosted by Microsoft. This allows for flexible 
and efficient use of these resources, well you know the markitechture babble.

An important consequence however has to do with credentials that are used to 
access these resources in Office 365. Many companies have already invested in a user 
management solution like Active Directory and don’t want to give that up for obvious 
reasons. There are three options to choose from, each with their own pros and cons:

1. Use both corporate credentials as well as cloud credentials

Employees use their corporate credentials to log in to their workstation at the office 
or on the road to access local resources. When they want to access cloud resources, 
such as Exchange Online or SharePoint Online, they use their MSOnline ID to log in 
again. While easy to implement, it is yet another set of credentials to remember for 
users.

2. Migrate or move corporate credentials to Office 365

This is an option that is particularly interesting for smaller companies because all 
resources and user management is handled in the cloud. An ideal situation when 
there’s no IT-pro employee available or for companies that don’t want to manage 
resources locally. And they exist, trust me. Password policies are controlled by 
Microsoft and you have limited control over what you can do with user accounts.

3. Implementing Identity Federation

Implementing Identity Federation by installing and configuring Active Directory 
Federation Services 2.0 is an interesting option for larger corporations that want 
to provide their employees with single sign on access to online resources while 
maintaining user accounts locally. For the end user, access to Office 365 is completely 
transparent and they’re using Exchange, Lync and SharePoint as if it was hosted 
on-premise. 

User management remains on-premise and can be controlled by the internal 
IT-department. When ADFS fails or is inaccessible, logging in to Office 365 will fail. 
And keep in mind that you need to have the expertise available to support this new 
technology. 

So, suppose your company wants to go for option 3, and you have been assigned the 
noble task of implementing this, how do you go forward? For setting up Identity 
Federation in Office 365, there are basically four steps involved.

This article goes through all four steps, so that you have all the information you need 
to set this up in your own environment.
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This... ...means this

Identity Provider A service that generates SAML tokens with information 
about a user that comes from an authentication 
store. These tokens can also originate from other 
environments and systems and may be augmented or 
modified.

Relying Party Application or service that relies on an Identity Provider 
for Authentication. 

SAML Token Digitally signed XML file which contains claims about 
identities. These claims are provided by a trusted 
party...

WEB Single Sign On Federated Authentication Systems – Authentication 
(AuthN) is handled by a different system than the one 
that handles Authorization (AuthZ)

Federated Sign Out Logging off from the application including all 
intermediate claims providers

Claim An assertion about a specific property of a user, for 
Authorization purposes.

FederationMetadata.xml  
(ADFS2.0)

XML file that Relying Party and Identity Provider use 
to exchange configuration information, specifically 
about the claims that are supported.

Claims augmentation Adding claims to a SAML token with information from 
an attribute store.

WAYF Where Are You From. Home Realm Discovery
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Step 1. Installing and configuring ADFS 2.0
In a federated identity scenario, ADFS 2.0 becomes the crucial component for users 
to be able to log in so you will want to build an ADFS infrastructure that is highly 
available. First, some background information.

Terminology
For a better understanding of what Identity Federation means, the table below lists 
a few terms that will be used in this article.

Table 1: SAML terminology.

Identity Federation with ADFS 2.0
Active Directory Federation Services 2.0 (ADFS 2.0) is the most recent in a long line 
of products developed or acquired by Microsoft in the realm (no pun intended) of 
Identity Management. ADFS 2.0 is built on the Windows Identity Framework (WIF) 
and supports industry standards, such as the WS*-specifications and SAML. ADFS 2.0 
can provide identity federation services to many deployment scenarios besides Office 
365 and On Premise identity federation.

ADFS 2.0 is an Identity Provider that is able to authenticate users against Active 
Directory (not against ADLDS) and generate SAML tokens that contain information 
about that user. Claim rules determine what information ADFS pulls from AD to put as 
claims in the SAML token. User’s attributes, such as e-mail address, department, but 
also group membership or organizational information can be used as claim values. 

Besides generating SAML tokens, ADFS can also accept and forward, modify or 
transform, and augment tokens that it receives from other Identity Providers. 
Information from an HR database can be included in the SAML token as claims values, 
such as functional level, etc. to allow for step-up scenarios where different levels of 
authorization are granted based on claims values.
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Topology Specifics

Standalone The ADFS server is running as a single server with a local database 
and cannot share its topology with other ADFS servers. Good for 
testing, not for production

Farm The ADFS server is running in a failover mode, where additional 
servers in the farm copy a read-only version of the configuration 
database locally, so they can use the same configuration. When the 
primary server is unavailable, users can still log in. You cannot make 
changes to the configuration, however.

SQL Farm This is also a farm with failover capabilities, but in this case the 
database is stored on an external SQL server and all ADFS servers can 
make modifications to it. High availability and redundancy combined. 
The only way to create an ADFS SQL Farm is through the command 
line, since the UI doesn’t provide this option.

ADFS Proxy Organizations often are reluctant to publishing servers that provide 
infrastructure and security services such as authentication, so that 
they’re available on the Internet. That’s what the proxy is for. IT 
simply forwards requests that it receives from clients on the Internet 
to the internal ADFS farm. Be aware that the URL’s on the proxy and 
the internal servers are the same. You need to solve this with either 
split DNS or with a HOSTS file on the ADFS Proxy server. ForeFront 
UAG is also capable to function as an ADFS Proxy, by the way.

34

Installing and configuring Active Directory Federation Services.
There are numerous documents out there on how to install ADFS and how to configure 
it. Most of these documents are written for a different scenario, but the same principles 
applies here. Let’s have a look at some design choices and their implications.

Availability and topology
ADFS can be installed in a number of topologies, which are presented as an installation 
choice during setup. Each topology obviously has its own behavior and complexity 
level, so decide for yourself how you want to steer here. The message is however, that 
ADFS is the single point of failure, and users cannot log in to Office 365 when ADFS 
is not available. 

Configuration database

Typically, ADFS stores its configuration in a WIndows Internal Database (WID), but it 
can be configured to provide replication or failover, depending on the topology. Refer 
to table 2 for details. The configuration database is loaded at startup and contains 
the information about the relationships ADFS has with external systems and about 
the way that SAML tokens are to be created or handled.

Table 2: ADFS Topology options.

Creating an ADFS SQL Farm from the command line

To create a new ADFS SQL farm, use the following command.

FSConfig.exe CreateSQLFarm /ServiceAccount “domain\adfssvc” /ServiceAccountPassword 
“Password” /SQLConnectionString “database=AdfsSvcConfig;server=sqlserver;integrated 
security=SSPI” /AutoCertRolloverEnabled /CleanConfig /FederationServiceName “login.
mydomain.com”

The database name is fixed, you cannot change that. Also, notice the flags that can 
be set:

AutoCertRolloverEnabled –ADFS will manage the certificates it uses. The other option 
is to specify which certificates it will use.

CleanConfig – When there is already an existing configuration database, this flag will 
delete it.

FederationServiceName “login.mydomain.com” – The URI or Service ULR of your 
ADFS farm.

FSConfig.exe /JoinSQLFarm will add a second server to the farm.
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Number of Office 
365 users

Minimum number of 
servers to deploy

Remarks

Fewer than 1000 users 1 dedicated NLB server Install ADFS on two existing 
DC’s and configure NLB 
for load balancing

1000 to 15000 users 2 dedicated 
federation servers

2 dedicated federation 
server proxies

Install ADFS on dedicated 
servers. Place the ADFS 
proxies in the extranet

15,000 to 60,000 users Between 3 and 5 dedicated 
federation servers

At least 2 dedicated 
federation server proxies

Each ADFS server can 
support approximately 
15000 users
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Sizing

Microsoft recommends the following topologies for larger organizations:

Table 3: ADFS Sizing.

Trust Relationships – Claims Provider Trust

ADFS can generate SAML tokens with claims based on the trust it has with an Active 
Directory domain. This Claims Provider Trust is available by default and it can be 
modified to include additional claims. ADFS cannot generate SAML tokens from an 
ADLDS store. Additional Claims Provider Trusts can be added, for instance an ADFS 
server from a partner organization or other SAML token providers.

Trust Relationships - Relying Party Trust

A relying party is exactly what it says, a party that relies on ADFS 2.0, in this case for 
authentication. ADFS 2.0 maintains a trust relationship with relying parties which 
manifests itself in the shape of a number of claim rules. This is how ADFS 2.0 knows 
what information the Relying Party expects to be inside the SAML token that it uses 
for authorization purposes.

Trust Relationships – Attribute Stores

ADFS uses attribute stores such as SQL databases, LDAP stores or even Active Directory 
to pull additional information about a user and insert as claims into a SAML token. 
This process is called claims augmentation. It is often used in a step-up scenario, 
where users are provided additional levels of access, based on specific values in the 
SAML token.

THE USER PRINCIPAL NAME SUFFIX MUST BE ROUTABLE.
WHEN USERS WANT TO USE THEIR CORPORATE CREDENTIALS
TO LOG IN, THE UPN MUST END WITH A DOMAIN NAME THAT

CAN BE RESOLVED IN THE INTERNET. YOU CAN ADD THAT
UPN SUFFIX TO YOUR ACTIVE DIRECTORY DOMAIN

AND MODIFY THE UPN FOR ALL USERS.
DON’T UNDERESTIMATE THIS, IT’S A PROJECT IN ITSELF.

Step 2. Creating or converting your domain to federated
When you buy an Office 365 subscription, Microsoft will provide you with a 
<companyname>.onmicrosoft.com domain. You’re probably going to add your own 
domain to Office 365, so you can use it for routing incoming e-mail to Office 365. All 
you need to do is convert that domain to ‘federated’, to make it eligible for federation. 
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Active Directory The useraccounts are managed in the corporate Active 
Directory which provides authentication services. Active 
Directory is the authentication store.

ADFS 2.0 Authenticates users against Active Directory and generates 
SAML tokens containing claims about the users.

Federation Gateway Online service that handles billions of authentication requests 
daily. Connects Microsoft Online and other relying parties 
with the federated customers and other authentication 
providers, such as LiveID.

Provisioning Service Service that enables the automated provisioning and 
validation of service connections between corporation’s 
domains and Office 365.

Office 365 products The products and services that together form the Office 365 
offering.
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To accommodate this, Microsoft created an ecosystem called the Federation Gateway. 
It consists of loads of servers that handle billions of authentication requests daily, 
including the login requests for Hotmail with Live ID. 

The figure below describes the infrastructure that is involved in this scenario.

Figure 1: Identity Federation infrastructure.

The Provisioning service is the part that is used to add a company’s domain to Office 365.

Table 4: Components of the Identity Federation Infrastructure.

To add your domain as federated to the Office 365 environment, first prepare a 
workstation to communicate with Office 365. Navigate to the portal at https://portal.
microsoftonline.com and navigate to Resources | Downloads and click on set up. 
Follow the steps in the wizard to configure your computer.

Next, register your domain in Office 365 by clicking Domains | Add a domain and 
following the wizard. During the process, it will provide you with some information 
you will need to enter as a TXT record in your domain’s DNS records. By entering this 
information, Office 365 verifies your ownership of the domain.

When registering the services you want to use within that domain, keep in mind that 
Exchange Online and SharePoint Online are mutually exclusive for one domain. You 
can however specify a subdomain for use with SharePoint Online.

Although you can use the portal to add your domain to Office 365, you must use 
PowerShell to convert it to a federated domain. You can combine the two steps by 
creating new federated domain with PowerShell.
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#Set up a remote session with Office 365
$cred = Get-Credentials <enter Office 365 credentials> 
Connect-MsolService –Credential $cred
Connect to the local ADFS server’s FQDN (not the service URL)
Set-MsolAdfscontext -Computer <AD FS 2.0 primary server fqdn>,
# Create new domain
New-MsolFederatedDomain –DomainName <domain> 
#This will return information that you need to enter in the DNS records at 
your domain registrar
# Run the command a second time  with the same domain name to finalize the 
process.
New-MsolFederatedDomain – DomainName <domain>
#Convert an existing domain to federated
Convert-MsolDomainToFederated –DomainName <domain>

37

Listing 1: Using PowerShell to create a new Federated Domain.

Step 3. Configuring Directory Synchronization
You need to configure Directory Synchronization to bring over your users to Office 
365 so you can associate your users with subscriptions and when you want to establish 
a coexistence situation for Exchange Online and Exchange on-premise. From a pure 
federation perspective, we could do without.

Figure: 2 ILM Management Agents.

The Online Services Directory Synchronization Tool, which in essence is the Microsoft 
Identity Lifecycle Manager 2007 client, you can find at this location: (C:\Program Files\
Microsoft Online Directory Sync\SYNCBUS\UIShell\miisclient.exe). It establishes the 
relationship between the on-premise Active Directory and Office 365. To do this, two 
‘Management Agents’ are created, one targeting your Active Directory, the other 
one targeting Office 365.
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This interface allows you to modify the settings of the AD Agent, so you can modify the 
base OU to import from and optionally filter which accounts are being synchronized 
based on LDAP filters. 

Figure 3: Credentials for MSOL Management Agent.

Mind you that this is not supported, as per the Directory Synchronization Service 
Description.

Figure 4: Credentials for ADFS Server Management Agent.

Download the tool from the Office 365 portal, install it on any server in your 
network and run the configuration wizard. The setup is pretty straight forward, so 
we won’t show that here. The last step in the setup allows you to run the Directory 
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Synchronization Configuration Wizard, which configures the MIIS client with a source 
and a target connection. 

Figure 5: Synchronize Directories Now.

The wizard guides you through the process, which is fairly straightforward so we 
won’t show it here. The two main points of interest are the part where you provide 
your credentials for the Office 365 environment, so the MIIS client can create the 
Office 365 management agent. 

Figure 6: List with Microsoft Online and synchronised users.
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The other important part is where you enter the credentials for your local ADFS 
server, so that the second management agent can be created. Using the credentials 
for both environments, you can then choose to synchronize the two directories when 
the wizard closes. By default, the MIIS client will repeat this process every three hours. 
After the first synchronization round, when you log in to the Online Portal, you will 
find a list of users, including those that ware synchronized from your local Active 
Directory.

Step 4. Associating synchronized users with a subscription.
The final step is to associate the synchronized users with services in your subscription, 
so they can actually use the services. 

Figure 7: Associate users with Online Services.

Log in sequence
When Office 365 receives an authentication request, it checks if the user comes from 
a domain that is set up for federation by looking at the last part of the login name. If 
it is a federated domain, the user is redirected to the ADFS instance of the employee’s 
company where it repeats the login request. 

Figure 8: Office 365 redirects to ADFS.
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When ADFS is accessed from inside the corporate network, it can use Windows 
Integrated Authentication to authenticate the user, who will not have to enter its 
username and password. When the request comes from the Internet, the user will 
have to provide their credentials in the ADFS login page (which can be customized 
to reflect corporate branding) and optionally choose to have that information saved. 

Figure 9: Customized ADFS login screen.

ADFS now checks the credentials against Active Directory and constructs a SAML 
token containing the claims that it needs to provide to Office 365 which the user’s 
browser now presents to Office 365, who accepts the SAML token, extracts the claims 
and uses those to authorize the user for the services it was associated with.

Conclusion
Using Identity Federation with Office 365 is not hard to implement, as long as you 
realize it will be the critical component in the login sequence for your employees 
when they want to get to their e-mail and SharePoint. Considering the additional 
expertise required and the additional servers involved, it is probably not something 
small companies without dedicated IT-staff will implement. 

http://www.avanade.com
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Extreme “New Document”-button Makeover
by Jeffrey Paarhuis

We are all familiar with the “New Document” button in SharePoint. You probably also know this 
button has a dropdown menu allowing you to select a template. It’s great for a small number of 

templates, up to 10, but what if you have more than a thousand templates?

We wanted to make a solution that supports a huge amount of templates and make 
them available in the document libraries. And in order to standardize as much as 
possible we wanted to force users to only create documents from those templates. 
Not unimportant, the result needs to be user-friendly and easy to manage. This is 
quite a challenge but the solution isn’t that difficult.

Figure 1: Out of the box template selector menu.

What does SharePoint provide out of the box?
First, let’s see what solution Microsoft has provided. They have a guide “Add multiple 
Office templates to a document library” which can be found at http://office.microsoft.
com/en-us/sharepoint-online-enterprise-help/add-multiple-office-templates-to-a-
document-library-HA102409514.aspx.

What it says in short is:

1. Create a site content type with “Document” as the parent for each template.

2. After a content type is created, upload the template to the content type.

3. Enable management of content types on the list.

4. Add each of the template content types to the library.

5. Repeat steps three and four for each document library.

Implementing the steps described above and then managing the templates, like 
adding and removing, requires a lot of maintenance effort. 

The following screenshot is the result of adding sixteen templates to a document 
library. As you can see it is not a very user-friendly solution, especially when keeping 
in mind that we have more than a thousand templates. 
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Figure 2: Many templates added to the out of the box template selector menu.

You might say that a potential solution would be to split up the collection of templates 
in separate groups. E.g. HR templates for a HR library and marketing templates for a 
marketing library. But:

1. It would still be a very long cluttered list for most document libraries.

2. It would be even more difficult to manage, because templates are scattered 
across multiple document libraries and SharePoint has no clear overview 
available.

3. All of the templates would still need to be added by hand, which is a lot of 
repetitive work.

The last point could be scripted, but does not remove the large amount of required 
maintenance for the number of templates. 

We also wanted to force the user to select a template. For that we would have to 
remove or disable the “New Document” button but keep the dropdown, which isn’t 
possible out of the box.

Based on the findings above, we can conclude that this solution does not meet our 
requirements, because it’s difficult to maintain and not user-friendly. Meaning we 
would have to build a custom solution.
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Figure 3: The end state of the solution.

Templates Document Library
To centralize the storage for all templates, one document library is created, with the 
templates organized in folders and subfolders. You can, of course, also categorize it 
with taxonomy instead of folders. We made a document library called “Templates” 
and, for testing purposes, uploaded some of the default Office templates.

So, what’s the better solution?
We shall go ahead and skip the part where we do all the technical and architectural 
decision-making and just show you the steps to create a successful solution.

This is what we need:

 A document library to store the templates.

 A user-friendly interface to easily select the desired template from a big 
collection of templates.

 Replace the “New Document” button with a button that shows the user 
interface described above.

Figure 4: Our templates document library with the default Office templates.
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CreateNewDocumentWithProgID(
 ‘http://sharepoint/Templates/template.dotx’,
 ‘http://sharepoint/Shared Documents/’,
 ‘SharePoint.OpenDocuments’,
 false);

<script language=’javascript’ type=”text/javascript”>
 // Open template with the corresponding Office app 
 function OpenNewTemplate(strTemplate, strSaveLocation) {
 var strProgID = “SharePoint.OpenDocuments”;
 createNewDocumentWithProgID(makeAbsUrl(strTemplate),
 makeAbsUrl(strSaveLocation), strProgID, false);
 window.frameElement.commitPopup();
 }
</script>
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THE DEFAULT OFFICE TEMPLATES CAN BE FOUND AT THIS LOCATION:
“C:\PROGRAM FILES (X86)\MICROSOFT OFFICE\TEMPLATES\1033\”.

YOU CAN MANAGE MULTIPLE FILES AND FOLDERS IN
SHAREPOINT USING THE WINDOWS EXPLORER

FUNCTIONALITY. GO TO\\WEBAPPLICATIONURL\DAVWWWROOT
IN YOUR EXPLORER WINDOW.

IF YOUR SITE IS SETUP WITH SSL YOU WILL HAVE TO ADD
@SSL \\WEBAPPLICATIONURL@SSL\DAVWWWROOT

Select a Template User Interface
Before developing, make sure you’ve installed the CKS: Development Tools  
(http://cksdev.codeplex.com). We are going to use some of its features later on.

To start, create an empty SharePoint Project in Visual Studio and choose to deploy 
as a Farm Solution, as we will use the layouts folder located in the SharePoint Root 
(14-hive). Create a new Application Page and call it “TemplateSelector.aspx”. This page 
will be our templates display page, allowing the user to find and open a template. 
The page has four content placeholders though we will only use PageHead and Main.

The PageHead will be the placeholder where the scripts are placed. We have a piece 
of JavaScript that uses a JavaScript command called createNewDocumentWithProgID 
that comes with SharePoint. This command enables you to open a template with the 
corresponding Office Application and, more importantly, set a default save location 
for the document.

You could use the script from listing 1.

Listing 1: Open template with default SharePoint JavaScript command.

This will open Word with the template from http://SharePoint/Templates/template.dotx 
and store the document in the Document Library at http://SharePoint/Shared Documents/ 
upon saving.

The code that goes into the PageHead placholder is displayed in listing 2.

Listing 2: Open template script.

This code is pretty straightforward, except for the window.frameElement.
commitPopup which will be explained later in this article.

We also need a bit of code to show the templates, this code will be placed in the 
Main content placeholder. The content will be divided into two panels. On the left 
side, a panel that will show the library’s folders in a TreeView and on the right side a 
ListView that shows the content of the selected folder.
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<div>
 <div id=”Navigation” style=”position: absolute; 
 top: 0; left: 0; width: 30em”>
 <asp:TreeView ID=”tvFolders” runat=”server”>
 </asp:TreeView>
 </div>
 <div id=”Content” style=”margin-left: 30em;”>
 <asp:ListView ID=”lvTemplates” runat=”server” 
 GroupItemCount=”5” DataKeyNames=”Title”>
 <LayoutTemplate>
 <table cellpadding=”5” runat=”server” id=”tblTemplates”>
 <tr id=”groupplaceholder” runat=”server”></tr>
 </table>
 </LayoutTemplate>
 <GroupTemplate>
 <tr id=”itemPlaceholderContainer” runat=”server” 
 style=”height: 80px;”>
 <td id=”itemPlaceholder” runat=”server”>
 </td>
 </tr>
 </GroupTemplate>
 <ItemTemplate>
 <td valign=”top” align=”center” 
 style=”width: 100px;” runat=”server”>
 <asp:HyperLink ID=”TemplateLink” runat=”server” 
 NavigateUrl=’<%# Eval(“Url”) %>’ Target=””>
 <!-- Show template icon... -->
 <asp:Image ID=”IconImage” runat=”server” 
 ImageUrl=’<%# Eval(“ImageUrl”) %>’ />
 <br />
 <!-- ...with title underneath -->
 <%# Eval(“Title”) %>
 </asp:HyperLink>
 </td>
 </ItemTemplate>
 </asp:ListView>
 </div>
</div>

// datasource for the Template ListView
private readonly DataTable _dataTable = new DataTable();

if (!IsPostBack)
{
 // Instantiate the folder tree if first time on page
 SetTemplateLibraryFolders();
}

// Add columns to the datatable
_dataTable.Columns.Add(“ImageUrl”, typeof(string));
_dataTable.Columns.Add(“Title”, typeof(string));
_dataTable.Columns.Add(“Url”, typeof(string));

// if there’s no node selected, select the first node, which is the root.
var selectedNode = tvFolders.SelectedNode == null ? tvFolders.Nodes[0].Value : 
 tvFolders.SelectedNode.Value;
 
GetTemplatesInSelectedFolder(selectedNode);

// set the templates as the datasource for the template list view
lvTemplates.DataSource = _dataTable;
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Listing 3 shows the code that goes into the Main placeholder.

Listing 3: Syntax that shows the folder TreeView and the templates ListView.

The data sources of the TreeView and ListView will be provided in the code-behind. 
The DataTable for the ListView will be defined as a class variable.

Listing 4: DataTable for the listview as class variable.

In the Page_Load, we execute some code which fills the TreeView and ListView.

Listing 5: Code of the Page_Load.
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/// <summary>
/// Open selected folder of the templates library and fill 
/// the data table with the templates in the folder
/// </summary>
/// <param name=”folderUrl”>Target folder</param>
protected void GetTemplatesInSelectedFolder(string folderUrl)
{
 using (SPSite site = new SPSite(“http://mysharepoint”))
 {
 using (SPWeb web = site.OpenWeb())
 {
 SPList list = web.Lists.TryGetList(“Templates”);

 if (list != null)
 {
 SPDocumentLibrary docLib = (SPDocumentLibrary)list;
 SPFolder folder = web.GetFolder(folderUrl);
 AddFilesToDataTable(web, folder);
 }
 }
 }
}

/// <summary>
/// Add templates to the data source
/// </summary>
/// <param name=”docWeb”></param>
/// <param name=”folder”></param>
private void AddFilesToDataTable(SPWeb docWeb, SPFolder folder)
{
 foreach (SPFile file in folder.Files)
 {
 // get template icon
 string docIcon = SPUtility.ConcatUrls(
 “/_layouts/images/”, 
 SPUtility.MapToIcon(
 file.Web, 
 SPUtility.ConcatUrls(file.Web.Url, file.Url), 
 “”, 
 IconSize.Size32)
 );

 // absolute url of the template
 string absUrl = 
 (string)file.Item[SPBuiltInFieldId.EncodedAbsUrl];

 // click action
 string action;

 if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(
 HttpContext.Current.Request.QueryString[“DocLib”]
 ))
 {
 // get the list from the List query string
 Guid? docLibId = new Guid(
 HttpContext.Current.Request.QueryString[“DocLib”]
 );
 
 SPList selectedLibrary = docWeb.Lists.GetList(
 docLibId.Value, 
 true
 );
 
 string docLibUrl = selectedLibrary.DefaultViewUrl;
 // remove Forms[%] from the view url to get the 
 // correct document library url
 docLibUrl = docLibUrl.Remove(
 docLibUrl.LastIndexOf(
 “Forms”, 
 StringComparison.Ordinal
 )
 ); 
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The methods to retrieve the templates from a specific folder are shown in listing 6.
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 action = string.Format(
 “javascript:OpenNewTemplate(‘{0}’, ‘{1}’);”, 
 absUrl, 
 SPContext.Current.Site.RootWeb.Url + docLibUrl
 );
 }
 
 AddDataToDataTable(docIcon, file.Name, action);
 }
}

/// <summary>
/// Add template to the data source
/// </summary>
/// <param name=”docIcon”>Template icon</param>
/// <param name=”title”>Template title</param>
/// <param name=”url”>Template url</param>
private void AddDataToDataTable(string docIcon, 
 string title, 
 string url)
{
 DataRow row = _dataTable.NewRow();
 row[“ImageUrl”] = docIcon;
 row[“Title”] = title;
 row[“Url”] = url;
 _dataTable.Rows.Add(row);
}
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Listing 6: Helper methods to retrieve the templates.

You can now test the application page. Our page is displayed in figure 5.

Figure 5: The application page should look something like this.

We can now move on to the part where we explain how to access this application 
page from the document libraries. 

Select Template Ribbon Button
We are actually doing two things here. First, we hide the default “New Document” 
button and secondly, we show a custom button. For this we use the CustomActions 
component of the CKS: Development Tools.

1. Go to your Visual Studio Project and add a SharePoint 2010 item called Hide 
Custom Action and name it “HideNewDocumentButton”. 

2. A wizard will now appear, but you can skip this by clicking Finish. 

3. We are now looking at the elements.xml file. In here you have to remove 
<HideCustomAction /> and add the code from listing 7.
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<CustomAction
 Id=”RemoveNewDocumentRibbonButton”
 Location=”CommandUI.Ribbon”
 RegistrationType=”List”
 RegistrationId=”101”>
 <CommandUIExtension>
 <CommandUIDefinitions>
 <CommandUIDefinition
 Location=”Ribbon.Documents.New.NewDocument” />
 </CommandUIDefinitions>
 </CommandUIExtension>
</CustomAction>

<CustomAction
 Id=”Microsoft.SharePoint.StandardMenu.NewMenu.TemplateSelector”
 Title=”New document”
 RegistrationType=”List”
 RegistrationId=”101”
 Location=”CommandUI.Ribbon”> 
 <CommandUIExtension>
 
 <CommandUIDefinitions>
 <CommandUIDefinition 
 Location=”Ribbon.Documents.New.Controls._children”>
 <Button
 Id=”Ribbon.Documents.New.TemplateSelectorButton”
 Sequence=”0”
 Command=”TemplateSelector_Button”
 Image32by32=”/_layouts/1033/images/formatmap32x32.png”
 Image32by32Top=”-0” Image32by32Left=”-64”
 LabelText=”New document”
 TemplateAlias=”o1”
 />
 </CommandUIDefinition>
 </CommandUIDefinitions>

 <CommandUIHandlers>
 <CommandUIHandler
 Command=”TemplateSelector_Button”
  CommandAction=”javascript:OpenPopUpPageWithTitle(‘{SiteUrl}
  /_layouts/TemplateSelectorDemo/SelectTemplateDemo.aspx?&amp;
  DocLib={ListId}’, RefreshOnDialogClose, 1280, 720,
  ’Template overview)”/>
 </CommandUIHandlers>
 
 </CommandUIExtension>
</CustomAction>
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Listing 7: The code of the elements.xml of the HideNewDocumentButton.

The reason why we remove the HideCustomAction tag and add a normal 
CustomAction is because the HideCustomAction can’t hide Ribbon buttons, which is 
a bit self-contradictory. However, there is a way to hide buttons with a CustomAction. 
You can create a CustomAction using the same properties and location of the button 
you wish to hide, but keep the CommandUIDefinition empty. This way, a new empty 
button will override the existing button, and empty buttons are not visible in 
SharePoint.

We want our button to be available for document libraries only. This is specified by 
the RegistrationType and RegistrationId which, for a document library, is “List” and 
“101” respectively.

We now need to add our own button. This button will open the created application 
page in a popup. This is also why in the JavaScript on the application page is a line 
“window.frameElement.commitPopup()”. This closes the popup when a template has 
been selected.

To achieve this we create a Custom Action and call it “TemplateSelectorButton”. In 
the wizard you should generate a Guid and name it “New Document”. We can skip 
the rest by clicking next, next and finish.

This CustomAction consists of two parts: one for the visual appearance of the button 
and one for the button action.

Listing 8: The code of the elements.xml of the TemplateSelectorButton.
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You can see that the Location of the CommandUIDefinition is placing our button 
inside the New group of the Documents ribbon. We are using the same image as 
the default “New Document” button. The “TemplateAlias=“o1”” is ensuring that the 
bigger Image32by32 will be used. In the handler you can see that JavaScript uses 
the OpenPopUpPageWithTitle command from the SharePoint library to open our 
application page using the DocLib parameter.

THIS MSDN ARTICLE CONTAINS ALL THE DEFAULT SHAREPOINT RIBBON
LOCATIONS: HTTP://MSDN.MICROSOFT.COM/EN-US/LIBRARY/EE537543.ASPX.

When you deploy these actions with a feature, you can see that the “New Document” 
button is replaced by a button that looks very similar, but when you click it, you get a 
popup in which you can select a template.

Figure 6: The result when clicking the new “New Document” button.

Bonus: Word Add-In
An advantage of having the solution in an application page is that you can reach 
it from anywhere. In our solution we opened the application page as a popup in a 
document library, but it is also possible to open it in Microsoft Word. This paragraph 
will show you that it is fairly easy to make this possible.

In your Visual Studio add a new Word 2010 Add-In project to your solution. Now 
add a Ribbon (Visual Designer) item to this project. In the ribbon designer you see in 
figure 7, you can add a new button from the toolbox.

Figure 7: Ribbon designer in Visual Studio.
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function OpenNewTemplateThenClose(strTemplate, strSaveLocation) 
{
 var strProgID = “SharePoint.OpenDocuments”;
 createNewDocumentWithProgID(
 makeAbsUrl(strTemplate), 
 makeAbsUrl(strSaveLocation), 
 strProgID, 
 false
 );
 
 //this is a trick to close the Internet Explorer window or tab
 window.history.go(-1);
 top.window.opener = top;
 top.window.open(‘’, ‘_parent’, ‘’);
 top.window.close();
}

else
{
 // if query string DocLib is empty use the default web url
 action = 
 string.Format(
 “javascript:OpenNewTemplateThenClose(‘{0}’, ‘{1}’);”, 
 absUrl, 
 SPContext.Current.Web.Url
 );
}

if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(
 HttpContext.Current.Request.QueryString[“DocLib”]
))

Process.Start(“http://SharePoint/_layouts/TemplateSelectorDemo/
 SelectTemplateDemo.aspx?IsDlg=true”);
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Double-click this button to create and go to the click handler. In the handler add 
the following code that opens a browser window showing our application page. 
IsDlg=true means that we want a plain site, without the SharePoint header, footer 
and menu.

Listing 9: Code to open a window where users can select a template.

There is one slight problem now. The application page expects a document library 
ID to be passed as a parameter in the query string. Unfortunately we aren’t working 
from a document library. To make this work we will have to add functionality to 
open a template, even when no document library ID is available. We do this in the 
application page by adding an else-statement to the if-statement which can be found 
in Listing 6. Listing 10 is displaying the if statement, the else statement can be found 
in listing 11.

Listing 10: The if-statement to add an else-statement to.

Listing 11: An else-statement so that templates can be opened 
when no document library ID is present.

As you can see, we pass the default SharePoint web URL. This means that the document 
gets saved in the default Shared Documents of the site.

You also might notice that we are using a different JavaScript command. This is 
because we would like to close the Internet Explorer window as soon as the template 
is selected. The JavaScript of this command is displayed in listing 12.

Listing 12: JavaScript that opens a template and then closes the window or tab.

When you have deployed the SharePoint solution and run the Word Add-In you can 
now open a template from Word.
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From Accenture and Microsoft

Did you know…
Avanade is the only Service Ready SharePoint partner in the Netherlands?
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Figure 8: The result of the Add-In in Microsoft Word.

Conclusion
SharePoint is a great development platform, many component are already available, 
ready to be used in your project. With a few lines of XML we can build our own 
ribbon components. The SharePoint JavaScript library supports popups and Office 
integration, with just a few lines of code.

We quickly came to the conclusion that there was no good solution possible with 
out of the box SharePoint functionality. The solution that we ended up creating is 
relatively simple, easy to implement and easy to manage. It uses default SharePoint 
building blocks to create new functionality that meets all of the requirements.

http://www.avanade.com
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<rankingModel name=“string” id=“GUID” description=“string” 
  xmlns=“http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/2009/rankingModel”>
  <queryDependentFeatures>
    <queryDependentFeature pid=“PID” name=“string” 
      weight=“weightValue” 
      lengthNormalization=“lengthNormalizationSetting” /> 
  </queryDependentFeatures>
  <queryIndependentFeatures>
    <categoryFeature pid=“PID” default=“defaultValue” 
                name=“string”>
      <category value=“categoryValue” name=“string” 
                weight=“weightValue” /> 
    </categoryFeature>
    <languageFeature pid=”PID” name=“string” 
                default=“defaultValue”  
                weight=“weightValue” />
    <queryIndependentFeature pid=“PID” name=“string” 
                default=“defaultValue”  
                weight=“weightValue”>
      <transformRational k=“value” />
      <transformInvRational k=“value” />
      <transformLinear max=“maxValue” />
    </queryIndependentFeature>
  </queryIndependentFeatures>
</rankingModel>
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Custom Ranking Model Explained
by Anita Boerboom

Search engines use a model to return search results based on a query. This model computes 
a ranking score for each item based on a set of weights and numerical parameters the model 
contains. When executing a query all items share the same ranking model for a specific set of 

search results.

SharePoint 2010 provides 9 ranking models. Modification of these models is not 
supported. Besides these out-of-the-box ranking models is it possible to create your 
own.

Ranking model schema
All ranking models are based on an XML schema which contains a name, a unique 
identifier and a description. To be able to indicate which search results are more 
relevant than others components need to be specified as part of the formula when 
calculating numeric scores.

There are two types of ranking the formula uses to calculate relevance: static and 
dynamic ranking.

Dynamic ranking means the ranking score is dependent on the query. The Title field 
is an excellent example: when the Title field is considered an important property the 
ranking score will be higher for items with the query value present in the Title field.

Static ranking means the ranking score is independent of the query. Examples of 
static ranking properties are UrlDepth and FileType.

The schema of a custom ranking model is shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Schema of a custom ranking model.

Dynamic ranking is configured in the queryDependentFeatures section, where static 
ranking is configured in the queryIndependentFeatures section of the schema.

Recurring attributes at different elements are name, pid and weight. The name 
attribute is present for readability and is not used by the ranking model itself. Pid and 
weight are definitely used: pid is the identifier of the managed property referenced 
and weight is a relative attribute that determines the effect the factor will have on 
the ranking.
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Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication|Get-SPEnterpriseSearchRankingModel
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All ranking models are based on an XML schema

The queryDependentFeature element has another attribute: lengthNormalization. 
Properties of an item can vary in length, so longer strings have a better chance to 
contain a keyword, but it does not necessarily mean these are more relevant. This 
attribute is used to adjust the rank of an item based on the length and should have a 
value between 0 and a maximum value, where 0 means no normalization and a value 
greater than 0 means some level of normalization. The maximum value can be found 
in the xsd file, partially shown in Figure 1. The maximum value is 1,000,000.

Figure 1: Length normalization type.

The maximum value looks quite big, so it’s a good habit to check what SharePoint 
itself uses in the models. When analyzing the SharePoint ranking models from the 
database normalization levels from 0 to approximately 55 can be found.

In contrast with the MSDN documentation the lengthNormalization attribute is 
required, not optional. When the attribute is not provided the message ‘The required 
attribute ‘lengthNormalization’ is missing’ will be shown when adding the ranking 
model to the database.

Ranking models in the database
The xml schema of a ranking model is stored in the Administration database of the 
Search Service Application in the table named MSSRankingModels.

Figure 2: MSSRankingModels table.

Figure 2 shows the table which exists of three columns:

1. ModelId – the Guid which uniquely identifies the model

2. IsDefault – to indicate which model is the default model

3. ModelXml – this column contains the xml schema of the ranking model. This 
schema is not the same as the schema xml shown before, because SharePoint 
converts the xml to the internal model xml before it is stored in the database to 
be able to use it.

To list the ranking models with PowerShell use the command from Listing 2.

Listing 2: List ranking models command.

The command returns the name, ID and IsDefault values for the different ranking 
models as shown in Figure 3.
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<rankingModel
  name=’Custom RankingModel Title LN0’
  id=’C8F0FE63-3F1D-4d65-8B32-09C36754689D’
  description=’Custom RankingModel on Title LN0’
  xmlns=’http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/2009/rankingModel’>
  <queryDependentFeatures>
    <queryDependentFeature pid=’2’ name=’Title’ weight=’10’    
      lengthNormalization=’0’ />
  </queryDependentFeatures>
</rankingModel> 

Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication | 
  Get-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty  | ft –AutoSize

Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication | 
  Get-SPEnterpriseSearchMetadataManagedProperty | 
  Where-Object {$_.Name -eq ‘Title’} | ft –AutoSize
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Figure 3: List ranking models result.

SHAREPOINT CONVERTS THE SCHEMA XML TO INTERNAL MODEL
 XML BEFORE STORING THE MODEL IN THE DATABASE.

Ranking models in action

Configure a ranking model
To explain the ‘basics in action’ a ranking model will be used to show ranking on the 
Title field. Only dynamic ranking will be used to keep it simple.

Listing 3: Custom ranking model.

In the model defined in Listing 3 a name, id and description are provided to define 
the ranking model. The element queryDependentFeature has to be used to configure 
the dynamic ranking part. The Title field has a property id of 2, which can be found 
by executing the PowerShell command from Listing 4.

Listing 4: List all properties.

Listing 4 will list all properties. When the property name is known a more specific 
command can be executed shown in Listing 5.

Listing 5: List specific property.

The command displays the property information as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Show property information.
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Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication | 
  New-SPEnterpriseSearchRankingModel -RankingModelXML 
    “<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’utf-8’?>
      <rankingModel
       name=’Custom RankingModel Title LN0’
       id=’C8F0FE63-3F1D-4d65-8B32-09C36754689D’
       description=’Custom RankingModel on Title LN0’
       xmlns=’http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/2009/rankingModel’>
      <queryDependentFeatures>
       <queryDependentFeature pid=’2’ name=’Title’ weight=’10’   
        lengthNormalization=’0’ />
      </queryDependentFeatures>
    </rankingModel>”

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-16”?>
<RankingModel2Stage id=”C8F0FE63-3F1D-4d65-8B32-09C36754689D” 
 xmlns=”urn:Microsoft.Search.Ranking.Model.2NN”>
  <RankingModel2NN id=”C8F0FE63-3F1D-4d65-8B32-09C36754689D”>
    <HiddenNodes count=”1”>
      <Thresholds>
        <Threshold>0</Threshold>
      </Thresholds>
      <Layer2Weights>
        <Weight>0</Weight>
      </Layer2Weights>
    </HiddenNodes>
    <RankingFeatures>
      <BM25Main k1=”1”>
        <Layer1Weights>
          <Weight>1</Weight>
        </Layer1Weights>
        <Properties>
          <Property pid=”2” w=”10” b=”0” />
        </Properties>
      </BM25Main>
    </RankingFeatures>
  </RankingModel2NN>
  <rankingModel name=”Custom RankingModel Title LN0” 
       id=”C8F0FE63-3F1D-4d65-8B32-09C36754689D” 
       description=”Custom RankingModel on Title LN0”  
       xmlns=”http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/2009/rankingModel”>
    <queryDependentFeatures>
      <queryDependentFeature pid=”2” name=”Title” 
        weight=”10” lengthNormalization=”0” />
    </queryDependentFeatures>
  </rankingModel>
</RankingModel2Stage>
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Besides the property id attributes to specify a name, weight and length normalization 
values are provided.

Add a ranking model
To add the custom ranking model the PowerShell command can be used as displayed 
in Listing 6.

Listing 6: Add custom ranking model to database.

The above ranking model is now stored in the database and it is converted to the 
internal model xml as shown in Listing 7.

Listing 7: Internal model xml.

The ranking model stored in the database can be used to test the effect of this model 
on the search results.

One of the easiest ways, definitely when developing the model, is to add an extra 
parameter to the query string in a search center: rm=<guid>

You will be shown more ranking models and their effect on a result set in this article. 
A simple web part will be used to show the effects of the different ranking models 
in one overview.
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The dataset used
The resultset exists of 8 different documents consisting of 3 text and 5 Word 
documents. The Title fields vary in length, but all have the word ‘Team’ in it. None of 
the documents contain the word ‘Team’. The items are crawled.

Results of the ranking model
A search term and a ranking model can be selected in the custom webpart used to 
show the results. Prior to testing the custom ranking model the results of the default 
SharePoint ranking model are shown to show the difference. The default SharePoint 
ranking model differs a lot from the custom model created here: it uses more query 
dependent properties, but also query independent features. This article does not 
explain the default SharePoint ranking model in detail.

Be careful to create a sorting algorithm instead of a ranking model

Figure 5: Results based on different ranking models.

Figure 5 shows the results of both ranking models plus a third one. In the custom 
model length normalization was set to zero, that is why it is kind of sorted on the 
length of the title. By setting the length normalization to 100 a very lengthy string 
with the word ‘Team’ present twice in the title field gets the highest ranking.

Besides using an out-of-the box property as Title, also custom managed properties 
can be used in a custom ranking model.

Summary
Creating a custom ranking model looks easy: it is ‘just’ xml defining some properties 
and values. Real world ranking models are not that easy and require extensive testing 
and tuning on a representative set of data.

Also, be careful using very small or very large numbers in a custom ranking model 
because it can dominate the model in such a way it will be more a sorting algorithm 
instead of a ranking model.

This part of ‘Custom ranking model explained’ covered the schema basics and 
configuration of dynamic ranking. Static ranking will be covered in a future DIWUG 
magazine.
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Real World Service Application Federation 
with SharePoint 2010 - Part II

by Spencer Harbar

In the 6th edition of DIWUG eMagazine (#6) Part One of this article covered the basic capability 
of Service Application Federation along with the required configuration. Following on from 
part one, this article turns its attention to high availability, security, enterprise deployment 

considerations and the design constraints which are fundamental to successful implementation of 
Service Application Federation.

TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS ARTICLE
PLEASE ENSURE YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH PART ONE

BEFORE CONTINUING.

Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should
In part one we covered a number of potential benefits which can be realized with 
Service Application Federation, along with some common good reasons to implement 
it. One of SharePoint’s greatest strengths is its flexibility. However it is also commonly 
one of its biggest weaknesses. As with all architectural design considerations there is 
a fundamental compromise between flexibility and complexity. Service Application 
Federation is arguably one of the best examples of this tradeoff.

Let’s take another quick look at the potential benefits, in summary form:

 Optimize Resources

 Avoid Redundancy

 Minimize Administration

 Increase Scalability

Sounds great! Where do we sign? Pretty much every SharePoint deployment we 
can think of could certainly use the entire list above. The problem is that these are 
potential benefits. The flip side unfortunately is that a weak architecture or worse, 
implementing Service Application Federation where it is inappropriate will actually 
cause the following:

 Extremely expensive waste of resources

 Significant additional redundancy

 Significantly increased administration burden

 Decreased scalability

Not so good. Many practitioners fall into the trap of implementing Service Application 
Federation without solid business requirements. This leads to numerous problems 
both operationally but also with respect to the long term deployment of the solution. 
Such “spaghetti architecture”, as it has become known in the field, is one of the most 
painful situations to resolve. It’s not a mistake you can afford to make.
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Some common reasons why Service Application Federation is implemented when it’s 
entirely unsuitable include:

 It was seen as “cool” or “advanced” – over-architected solutions far too eager 
to follow some technology approach for the sake of it.

 The big company syndrome – an organization believes it’s bigger, unique or 
special in some respect which drives it to over complicate its implementation.

 Geographically dispersed deployment – whilst Service Application Federation 
certainly plays a part here it’s not the case that geographically dispersed 
automatically means federation is required.

 Service Application Federation addresses some aspects of a shared data problem.

There are certainly more, but these are the highlights as it were. When SharePoint 2010 
was released a great deal was made of the new architecture of Service Applications, 
and rightly so. Unfortunately however coverage of the federation aspect was broadly 
viewed as a tacit recommendation to use it.

So when should we use it? Fundamentally one must take time to validate that service 
application federation is the right approach for your deployment, and avoid at 
all costs doing it for the sake of it! Some of the most common, good, reasons to 
implement are:

 Consolidate commonly used services across the enterprise.

 Secure and separate service data from content.

 Delegate management of services to a different department or organization .

 Differentiate support policies between content and services.
 

http://www.werkenbijimtech.nl
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However we must also factor in the cost of implementation and operation. It will 
inevitably take more skills and resource to deploy and will inherently change the way 
Farms are operated and managed.

Another key aspect is to really, deeply understand the capability before making 
the call. Often a project will plan on using federation and then later on it becomes 
apparent that wasn’t the right choice.

Architecture Design Constraints
With any software there are always aspects which will constrain how and in what 
scenario we can deploy. At a component level these design constraints define the key 
boundaries we will have to work within and therefore are critical to solid architecture. 
In the case of Service Application federation there are three key design constraints:

 Supported Service Applications

 Active Directory Dependencies

 Interoperability with other SharePoint components

Supported Service Applications
Whilst the Service Application model dictates a design approach and provides a 
deployment framework, an individual service application’s implementation details 
will dictate whether it is suitable or possible to federate. If we take a look at the 
Service Application Connect UI in Central Administration, we see a list of all the 
service application types available, based upon the features installed on the farm.

Figure 1: Central Administration “Connect” UI.

This generic Central Administration UI control is entirely unaware of which service 
applications can actually be federated. The following service applications can be 
published across farms:

 Business Data Connectivity (BDC)

 Managed Metadata (MMS)

 User Profiles (UPA)

 Search

 Secure Store (SSS)

 Web Analytics
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All of the other service applications must be hosted on the consuming farms should 
they be required. The most commonly published service applications are BDC, MMS, 
UPA and Search. However in most scenarios we need Web Analytics to support search 
query reporting so an inherent dependency not related to federation is present. SSS 
is often used with BDC and therefore a potential dependency is present.

All of the above assume a local connection between the two farms. Microsoft 
documentation commonly defines this as “LAN”, which in this case means a gigabit 
network connection with a latency of less than one millisecond. 

If we are looking to federate service applications across wider connections we have 
additional constraints. There is of course a huge variance in connection types but 
these are generally categorized as Wide Area Network (WAN). User Profiles, Secure 
Store and Web Analytics are NOT supported over the WAN. The reasoning for each 
is again tied directly to either the way the service application is implemented, or the 
task it performs.

In the case of User Profiles, it’s all down to the implementation. Despite the service 
application framework, and the principles of service orientation, UPA requires direct 
access from consuming web applications to the UPA related databases. It is simply not 
feasible to perform this over the WAN as such access is via SQL Server TDS, an entirely 
WAN unfriendly protocol.

In the case of SSS, it’s all about what the service is doing for us. We can easily publish 
SSS and it will work fine. However if SSS is being leveraged as a bridge to legacy 
system authentication we almost certainly will be bringing down performance of the 
services that consumes it such as BDC.

Web Analytics is simply a no go. It won’t function correctly over the WAN. Thankfully 
this isn’t a problem except on the whiteboard as Search Query Reporting only needs 
to be on the service farm.

BDC is one of the greatest examples of “it depends”. It’s all about what legacy systems 
BDC is being used with. BDC’s first “get” will be cached and subsequent requests will 
not incur a penalty or timeout as they won’t go over the WAN. However that first 
“get” can introduce significant problems, especially if the legacy system is creaking. 
Very slow page loads or timeouts can occur. There is no simple one size fits all answer 
as far a publishing BDC is concerned, because the key consideration is the connectivity 
to the legacy system, not the BDC itself.

 

http://www.logica.nl
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Service Application Minimum Trust Level

MMS No trust required

Search One way trust 1

Web Analytics One way trust

BDC One way trust 2

SSS One way trust 2

UPA Two way trust
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Given all of the above it is clear that service application federation over the WAN is 
not the panacea for geographically distributed SharePoint farms. Additionally the 
above details clearly underline the paramount importance of designing for business 
requirements. If the only systems BDC will interact with are highly available, resilient 
and WAN friendly applications then it’s entirely appropriate to publish BDC over the 
WAN. On the other hand, if it’s to bridge the gap to an ancient HR database on its last 
legs, it will undermine the entire subsystem.

Active Directory Dependencies
In simple scenarios, such as that presented in the configuration walk through in 
Part One both the publishing and consuming farms are in the same Active Directory 
Domain. This is certainly the simplest and best deployment model. However in the 
real world it will often be impossible, especially if the farms are located in different 
locations. As with the previous constraint, the Active Directory considerations are 
mainly driven by the nature of the work a particular service application is performing.

If the farms are members of different domains, as a general statement, a two way 
trust is strongly recommended. This statement can be applied to SharePoint Server 
more generally of course, but will make life much simpler when working with service 
application federation.

Having said that most services will work with a one way trust, but UPA requires a two 
way trust. This is not a supportability boundary, and there are situations where it can 
work with a one way trust. However 100% functional fidelity is not possible. MMS 
will work with no domain trust at all.

The following table provides a summary of the Domain Trust requirements:

1   The Search trust requirement is for core capability. Depending upon content sources a two way trust 

may be required.

2   BDC and SSS require that the domain of the publishing farm trusts the domain of the consuming farm.

Also bear in mind the accounts used for services and application pools in the farms. 
Whilst it makes configuration extremely simple, it is not a good idea to use the same 
accounts in each farm. Understanding the complexities of the various permissions 
necessary between farms and the consumers and the service applications is a key 
consideration (covered in depth in part one).

Interoperability with other SharePoint components
Another key design constraint is the ability of service application federation to interact 
and interoperate with other major components and concepts in the SharePoint stack. 
Examples here include Office Web Applications and Partitioned Service Applications. 
Partitioned service applications provide one of the foundational capabilities to 
deploy SharePoint in a multi-tenant fashion. For more details on multi-tenancy with 
SharePoint, please check out issue four of this magazine.

Whilst Office Web Applications present no issues (they are deployed local to content 
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or consuming farms), Partitioned Service Applications are a different story altogether 
and will introduce additional complexity to the initial deployment. Whilst possible, 
this complexity along with significant inconsistency within PowerShell cmdlets should 
be well understood before proceeding with any design which combines these two 
feature areas.

As mentioned above, it is up to an individual service application’s implementation 
to deal with how its tangible work item components are hosted and its publishing. 
Just because something is a service application does not mean it is publishable, nor 
will it automatically mean it can seamlessly interact with other published service 
applications. If custom or third party service applications are under consideration, 
these interactions must be validated prior to, or as part of the design.

SharePoint Trusts, Protocols, Permissions and Administrators
As we saw in part one in order to consume service applications a number of 
configuration pre-requisites are required. One of the most common deployment 
problem areas is that of confusion about these configuration aspects. It is essential to 
have a clear understanding of these, to avoid operational support problems and to 
make explicit design decisions.

SharePoint Farm Trust and Topology Service Permissions
A SharePoint Farm Trust, distinct from a domain trust is required. SharePoint trusts 
are enabled unsurprisingly by certificate exchange. This is all handled for us by 
SharePoint, so we don’t have to worry about creating and managing a certificate 
authority. However we shouldn’t ignore it completely. Care should be taken to ensure 
that certificates are retained and not simply discarded following initial configuration. 
Whilst SharePoint provides us a wrapper to the store on each machine an appropriate 
recovery strategy will always include “belt and braces” backups of the certificates and 
their related configuration properties.  

Before we can consume a published Service Application the consuming farm must have 
permissions to the publishing farm’s Topology service application. If we don’t perform 
this step, we receive a generic “unable to connect to the specified address” when 
connecting. As we saw in part one, this is simply a matter of adding the Consuming 
Farm ID to the permissions of the Topology Service Application in the publishing farm. 
Once again this simple step often leads to great confusion. Accidentally removing the 
permission will of course render the solution useless.

Protocols
When publishing a service application we have a decision to make about which protocol 
to use, HTTP or HTTPS (SSL). If we choose SSL the self-signed certificate installed for 
us automatically when we created the farm for the SharePoint Web Services Web Site 
in IIS will be used. This is an explicit design decision we must make. Again, depending 
upon the implementation of each service application the performance over the wire 
may be impacted. This is not a huge consideration, but something that should be 
factored in. Fundamentally the choice is driven by the nature of the data and the 
perceived level of trust in the network. A general recommendation is to always use 
SSL as the nature of the data across the wire (PII, Search Results, LOB system data, 
etc) will often present a risk and there is little downside to SSL from a performance 
perspective in this case.

Service Application Permissions and Administrators
One of the biggest areas of confusion and misconfiguration is the individual service 
application’s permissions and administrators. Before we can actually consume 
or manage the service applications in the consuming farm we need to configure 
permissions of the individual service applications in the services farm. 

An easy way to think about these two distinct configuration aspects is that Permissions 
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define what can connect to the service application and administrators defines who 
can manage them.

For permissions, who can connect, the easiest option is to just use the consuming farm 
ID again; however it will grant access to the service application for the entire farm. 
Such a configuration is only really appropriate in a development lab environment. In 
a real world deployment we would want more granular permissions than this.

Of course what those permissions need to be will depend upon the particular 
deployment scenario. The following is the minimal permissions necessary for 
functional purposes only.

All services must have the Content Farm’s Farm Account added to the permissions, and 
we should also add the Application Pool hosting the Web Application(s) in the proxy 
group so that Site Collections in those Web Applications can consume the services.

UPA is a special case (isn’t it always!) as it only supports Domain credentials, and 
cannot accept the Content Farm ID at all. Hence we must add the application pool 
account hosting the Web Application(s ) in the same proxy group as the UPA to the 
permissions. The Content Farm’s Farm Account is also commonly added to the UPA 
permissions.

In terms of administrators, who can manage, the choice will be entirely driven by business 
requirements. However you wish to delegate the administration of service applications 
(or not) will drive the configuration. Again it is often common to just use the same 
groups or users as the farms themselves, which will work, but won’t realize one of the 
key benefits of Service Application federation. The only additional consideration here is 
when combining publishing and partitioning, where UPA presents a specific additional 
challenge we must resolve by adding additional UPA administrators.

High Availability
As we saw in part one when we configure a service connection to a published service 
application we leverage the URL of the topology service application in the publishing 
farm to “discover” available service applications. Even if we use the alternative 
approach and specify an individual service application to connect to, this also is done 
using the same URL this time with additional metadata. This URL is the URL which is 
advertised by SharePoint and the hostname will be by default the host name of the 
first server in the farm. So what happens if that server becomes unavailable? Do we 
need to worry about “load balancing the load balancer”?

The good news is that we don’t. The topology service connection (aka proxy) creates 
a load balancer for itself and configures a list of endpoints. The “load balancing” 
algorithm is simply round robin, the most appropriate approach for such a requirement. 
These endpoints are naturally all the servers in the farm. That list is then updated 
every 15 minutes by default should the farm topology change. This is taken care of 
by the Application Addresses Refresh Job, a SharePoint Timer Job. We can adjust this 
frequency of this job but there is very little reason to. What is more common is to 
run it on demand after making topology changes, or following the creation of new 
service application instances. Of course the other option is to simply wait 15 minutes, 
which when working with SharePoint is very solid advice!

There is no requirement to implement NLB for the “application servers” in our farm or 
to provide redundancy for the Topology service itself. For a detailed explanation of how 
the topology service deals with application discovery and load balancing, check out 
Josh Gavant’s blog at:  http://blogs.msdn.com/b/besidethepoint/archive/2011/02/19/
how-i-learned-to-stop-worrying-and-love-the-sharepoint-topology-service.aspx.  
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Applying SharePoint Updates
Multiple farms means of course more things to worry about should we wish to 
deploy any updates for SharePoint such as Service Packs or Cumulative Updates. 
One of the often sighted side benefits of services farms is the ability to minimize 
downtime or allow for more flexibility in respect to patch levels. Despite sounding 
good on paper, this isn’t the reality.

It is supported to run the participating farms at different builds. And because 
of that we can improve the manageability of the patching process. We are not 
required to update each farm as part of the same overall update activity, which of 
course with more farms will take longer in terms of the overall service downtime. 
However it doesn’t provide an open window. We should ideally keep the farms 
within one build of each other. Anything greater has an extremely high probability 
of causing functional issues. A “build” in this sense is each publically released update 
of SharePoint 2010. 

For a reference of SharePoint builds check out Todd Carter’s excellent resource at:

http://www.todd-carter.com/page/SharePointVersions.aspx. 

Often customers will attempt to patch each farm simultaneously, under the 
impression that this will reduce downtime. The reality is this approach will actually 
incur additional downtime and lead to functional issues. Do not attempt to patch 
farms simultaneously!

Given that we need to ensure that we patch the farms in the right order. The correct 
order is to update the consuming farm or farms first, and once that is complete then 
we can go ahead and update the publishing farm last. If we patch the publishing 
farm first we may deploy updates to functionality of service applications which the 
consumers do not understand, which will cause functional issues and potential data 
loss. This is especially true of both UPA and MMS.

Conclusion
Service Application Federation is a key enabler for flexible and scalable deployment 
of SharePoint Server 2010. Understanding the complete landscape of this powerful 
capability is essential to successful deployment. Hopefully this two part article has 
provided useful information on all the key considerations.

Happy Federation!

http://www.avanade.com
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SharePoint 2010 Solution Life Cycle 
Management

by Maik van der Gaag

Within a lot of organizations SharePoint is used as an Intranet, Internet or Extranet platform. 
Within SharePoint 2010 you can upgrade SharePoint solutions in two ways. You can retract, 

delete, add and deploy the solution again. But you can also upgrade the solution.

Because solutions can contain bugs or existing features that need to be upgraded 
the best option you have is to upgrade you solutions. The lifecycle of a SharePoint 
solution is displayed in figure 1.

Figure 1: Solution lifecycle.

When using the upgrade solution method SharePoint 2010 gives you the option of 
upgrading features, through versioning and declarative upgrade actions.

Solution Upgrading
SharePoint gives you the option to upgrade SharePoint solutions within your farm. 
You can do this in two ways:

 Retract the old package, delete the old package and deploy the new package. 
If you use this method you need to make sure that the solution package has the 
same ID and also contains the same features when they are used within your 
portal.

 Upgrade solution command. This will cause an upgrade of the solution. This 
will deploy new version of the files that were previously deployed with your 
solution.

The recommended situation is to upgrade your solutions. This can be done within the 
SharePoint 2010 Management Shell by using the Update-SPSolution command.
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Update-SPSolution –Identity motion10.wsp –LiteralPath C:\motion10.wsp

$solution = Get-SPSolution motion10.wsp
$path = “C:\motion10.wsp”

if($solution.Deployed){
   Update-SPSolution –Identity $solution –LiteralPath C:\motion10.wsp
}
else{
   Install-SPSolution -Identity $solution
}

$SharePoint.Project.AssemblyFullName$
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Arguments that are required when using this command are:

 Identity: This value can represent three objects:

o The name of the solution.

o An instance of a SPSolution object.

o The ID of the solution.

 LiteralPath: The path to the solution package.

The update command when using the solution name is shown in listing 1. 

Listing 1: Update solution by using the solution name.

When updating the solution you have to make sure it’s previously deployed. By using 
an instance of a SPSolution object you can check if it’s deployed before you start to 
update the solution.

Listing 2: Update solution by using the SPSolution object.

The Update-SPsolution upgrades an already deployed solution in the farm. Use this 
command only if a new solution contains the same set of files and features as the 
deployed solution. This command will not install or delete old features or delete files 
that are not in the solution anymore.

Assembly Versions
With common .Net applications you may use Assembly versioning. This can also be 
done within SharePoint. Now it’s possible to increment the Assembly Version number 
when you upgrade SharePoint solutions.

When you developed solutions in Visual Studio 2008 for SharePoint 2007 and you 
incremented the assembly version you had to change the references of web parts, 
web controls and pages, in Visual Studio 2010 there is a solution for this problem:

Listing 3: Assembly reference in Visual Studio 2010.

The line in listing 3 is a placeholder that will be replaced with the fully qualified 
assembly name when the SharePoint solution is packaged. When using assembly 
versioning it is required that your assembly is signed and installed in the GAC. This is 
because the GAC is the only storage system that supports version enabled storage.

BindingRedirect
When using assembly versioning you can also use assembly Binding Redirect to ensure 
that your application uses the new version of the assembly. When you have done a 
migration from SharePoint 2007 to SharePoint 2010 you certainly have seen this.
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<UpgradeActions ReceiverAssembly=”motion10.Common.FeatureReceiver,
      Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=2716869672069932”
      ReceiverClass=”motion10.Common.FeatureReceiver.Receiver”>
   <VersionRange BeginVersion=”1.0.0.0” EndVersion=”2.5.0.0”>
      <ApplyElementManifests>
             <ElementManifest Location=”motion10\Upgrade2.xml”/>
      </ApplyElementManifests>
      <AddContentTypeField ContentTypeId=”” FieldId=”” PushDown=”” />
      <CustomUpgradeAction Name=”motion10”>
         <Parameters>
             <Parameter Name=”Param1”>Test</Parameter>
         </Parameters>
      </CustomUpgradeAction>
      <MapFile FromPath=”OldFilename.aspx” ToPath=”NewFilename.aspx” />
   </VersionRange>
</UpgradeActions>

<Assemblies>
 <Assembly Location=”motion10.SharePoint.dll” DeploymentTarget=”GlobalAssembl
yCache”>
 <BindingRedirects>
 <BindingRedirect OldVersion=”1.2.0.0” NewVersion=”2.0.0.0”/>
 </BindingRedirects>
 </Assembly>
</Assemblies>
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Your application will use the specified version at runtime.

Listing 4: Binding redirect example.

Listing 4 will load the 2.0 version for all 1.2 version assemblies.

Feature Versioning
Just like you can use assembly versioning it is also possible to use Feature Versioning. 
In the SDK of SharePoint 2007 you could find that a Feature had a version number 
that was only used internally. In SharePoint 2010 you can finally use the attribute to 
leverage full application lifecycle possibilities.

By upgrading version numbers you will be able to use some additional schema 
possibilities. The root element of these schema possibilities is the “UpgradeActions” 
element. This section specifies what you should execute when upgrading the feature. 
Within this root element you have different upgrade actions that can be defined in 
de feature.xml file while other scenarios can use the “FeatureUpgrading” event.

The “UpgradeActions” element can contain the following sub-elements:

 VersionRange:

 Specifies the version range to which the upgrade actions apply.

 ApplyElementManifest: 

 By defining the ApplyElementManifest you can specify an element manifest 
that needs to be applied during the upgrade.

 AddContentTypeField:

 This element makes it possible to add a field to an already specified content type.

 CustomUpgradeAction:

 This element makes it possible to execute custom code when the feature is 
upgraded.

 MapFile:

 Element that makes it possible to move or map files to a different location.

An example of a feature with upgrading actions is displayed in listing 5.

Listing 5: Feature upgrade action.
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public override void FeatureUpgrading(SPFeatureReceiverProperties properties,
      string upgradeActionName,
      System.Collections.Generic.IDictionary<string,string> parameters)
{
    switch (upgradeActionName)
    {
           case “motion10”:
             string param = parameters[“Param1”];
             break;
           case “DIWUG”:
             string param1 = parameters[“Test”];
             break;
           default:
             break;
    }
}
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In listing 5 you see an example of the possible upgrade action. In the “UpgradeActions” 
element the receiver assembly and receiver class are specified, which can be used for 
custom upgrade actions.

In the VersionRange the range is specified that applies to Feature instances whose 
versions are within the range 1.0.0.0 to 2.5.0.0.

When you define a CustomUpgradeAction it is possible to perform different code 
actions for specified VersionRanges. Let’s take a look at the example in listing 6.

Listing 6: Feature upgrade receiver.

The name of the upgrade action is given to the definition of the FeatureUpgrading 
event receiver. If you look at the feature.xml in listing 5 you will see that the value of 
the “upgradeActionName” will be “motion10”.

By using these possibilities you can use different actions in the FeatureUpgrading 
event when upgrading features.

Note: Within the VersionRange element, BeginVersion is inclusive but EndVersion 
is not. In other words, a Feature instance will be upgraded if the current version 
number is equal to or greater than BeginVersion, and less than EndVersion.

Best Practices
If you want to enable versioning on features the following are a few best practices to 
keep in mind:

 Increase the version number when you update a Feature. If needed add feature 
upgrading logic.

 Start version numbers with 1.0.0.0 and do start independent from the Microsoft 
version number.

 Increment a major version number to the current major product version the 
first time you create or change a Feature during a new development cycle, and 
reset all remaining digits to zero (for example, 2.0.0.0).

 Increment the build version for subsequent changes during a development 
cycle. The build version is indicated by the 3rd digit of the build number (for 
example, 2.0.1.0, 2.0.2.0, and so on). When you increment the build version 
number (3rd digit) rather than the minor version number (2nd digit) you gain 
maximum versioning flexibility.

 For an initial service pack change, increment the minor version, which is 
indicated by the 2nd digit, to match the service pack number, and then reset 
the digits that follow to zero (for example, 2.1.0.0 for the first service pack, 
2.2.0.0 for the second service pack, and so on). For incremental changes to a 
service pack, increment the build version, which is the 3rd digit (for example, 
2.1.0.0, 2.1.1.0, 2.1.2.0, and so on).
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psconfig -cmd upgrade -inplace b2b

$featureId =[Guid]”{0537b3da-07cc-4784-abaf-51cbafabdcc0}”
$siteUrl = “http://motion10.development.local”

$site = Get-SPSite $siteUrl
$features = $site.QueryFeatures($featureId, $true);

foreach($feature in $features){
Write-Host (“Upgrading feature in the following site: “ + $feature.Parent.Url)
 $feature.Upgrade($true);
}

using(SPSite site = new SPSite(“https://motion10.development.com”)){

 Guid featureId = new Guid(“{0537b3da-07cc-4784-abaf-51cbafabdcc0}”);
 var collection = site.QueryFeatures(featureId, true);

 foreach (SPFeature feature in collection)
 {
   feature.Upgrade(false);
 }
}
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Feature upgrading
After you have specified your upgrade actions you need to upgrade the solution. Many 
people think that when they upgrade the solution by using the Update-SPSolution 
command the features will also be upgraded, but this isn’t the case. This is only the 
case when you press the upgrade button of sandboxed solutions!

After the farm solution is upgraded you will have to manually upgrade the features. 
This can be done in several ways, listed in the next paragraphs.

Upgrade wizard
If you want to upgrade your features you can choose to use the psconfig as shown in 
listing 7.

Listing 7: Feature upgrade option with psconfig.

This wizard will cause downtime on all existing sites. During the upgrade, all features 
in the farm that need an upgrade will be upgraded. This means you cannot use this 
option if you would only like to upgrade a feature on a specific site.

PowerShell
PowerShell and stsadm do not have commands to update features one by one. But 
since you can use the object model in PowerShell you can write a script to upgrade 
your features:

Listing 8: Feature upgrade option with PowerShell.

In the script in listing 8 you see that the method “QueryFeatures” is used on the site 
collection. This method can be used on the web application and site collection level 
to retrieve features and features that need to be upgraded. The second parameter 
in the above script specifies a Boolean value, indicating that the method should only 
return features that need upgrading.

C#
The feature can also be upgraded using C#. Listing 9 shows the code the same 
functionality in C#. 

Listing 9: Feature upgrade option with C#.

The boolean value that is specified within the Upgrade method states whether the 
upgrade actions should be forced.
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Conclusion
With the arrival of the 2010 version, SharePoint finally gives you a possibility to 
maintain the lifecycle of your developed applications. Since this is the first time these 
actions can be used they do not work perfectly yet. For example: it can occur that all 
underlying content types are not updated when you use the “AddContentTypeField” 
schema element. You can work around this problem by using code upgrades only.

Developers will have to get used to these new capabilities, but they offer a great 
opportunity to maintain your application lifecycle. Just remember what you had to 
do when trying to upgrade a content type in SharePoint 2007! All of this is now quite 
easily accomplished in SharePoint 2010.
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I Just Became the Governance Guy 
Now What?

by Joe Capka

You came back from a conference all inspired about SharePoint governance. You told your boss, 
she was very impressed and then the unexpected happened. She made you responsible for 

getting this governance thing going. The inspiration is quickly evaporating and you are stuck 
trying to implement something that can’t be done with X lines of code. Now what?

WARNING: PRINTING THIS ARTICLE
AND USING IT AS GOVERNANCE

IS AKIN TO SERVING A RECIPE FOR DINNER … DON’T

Let’s see if we can get that inspiration flowing again, and put you on the right path 
towards creating something useful. The following is a very high level recipe for just 
that.

Part 1. Why am I here?

Task: Find the facts.
What is the reason for the project’s existence? Your first task will be to answer the 
ultimate question: Why am I here? Now you don’t need to do this from a philosophical 
standpoint, but rather from the standpoint of the project. Work to understand why 
the organization started this project in the first place. Too often the original reason 
is forgotten or not really understood, and the project’s raison d’etre becomes the 
project itself. You need to ensure this doesn’t happen. 

A few valid examples of why a SharePoint project may exist: 

 Documents in the organization are difficult to find and people are re-creating 
them.

 The organization just merged with another, and collaborating on projects using 
whiteboards is no longer an option since there is an ocean separating teams. 

Whatever the reason, make sure it is a business reason and not just a tech reason. 
Doing a SharePoint version upgrade just because a new version is available will likely 
not deliver much value. Ensure there is a business reason.

Task: Iron out the differences. 
Now that you have a good idea of what the reason for the project’s existence is, 
ensure that everyone else involved has the same view. When you start asking various 
people on the project the ‘why’ question, make sure they all have the same answer. 

This is referred to as a ‘shared understanding’. There is no chance of your project 
succeeding if the people involved don’t agree on why you are doing the project. You 
may run into different answers to ‘why’ from different people, this is ok. Spend some 
time aligning these views. Preferably put the people in a room together and see what 
they agree on. It may take some extra time but it is critical. Once they do agree on 
something, document it and have them sign it. See the next task.
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Task: Create one truth. 
Once you and everyone else knows why your project exists, decide on one place and 
one place only that you will document this reason, the decisions why it is so, and any 
further information regarding your project. Some options for this: 

 A mind map on your file share

 A word document in the old SharePoint portal

 A wiki page or pages in your non-SharePoint wiki site

This document needs to have strict change management implemented, and everyone 
needs to understand that this document is leading when any discrepancies occur. 

This document also becomes the first document any new person on the team needs 
to read, in order to participate in the shared understanding of the team. 

It is critical to keep this document up to date.

Successfully completing Part 1 ensures that everyone understands why the project 
exists, and knows where to look if they forget.

Part 2. Draw a map.

YOU NEED A POINT OF DEPARTURE AND A DESTINATION
BEFORE YOU CAN DETERMINE DIRECTION.

Task: Choose a destination. 
Running a project can be simplified as changing something. Projects can get very 
complex and have many moving parts, but the core of any project is the change of the 
present state to some other desired state. In Part 1, we defined the ‘why’, which can 
also be thought of as the present state. In order to have a successful project, we must 
now define the desired state. Simply put, we must define our goal. 

Complete this sentence: 

Project _____________ has succeeded when _____________________________. 

Ask everyone on the team to complete this sentence. Make sure that they all still 
have a shared understanding as in Part 1. If not, bring them all together again and 
attempt to align their views. Then document this in your ‘one truth’ document. You 
now have a point of departure and a destination. Only after this can you determine 
the project’s direction.

YOU DO NOT RELY ON YOUR FUEL GAUGE
AS THE BEST WAY TO TELL YOU HOW FAR ALONG
YOUR ROAD TRIP YOU ARE. YOU CHECK THE GPS.

Task: Buy a GPS. 
Knowing the goal of your project defines the ultimate desired outcome. But how 
will you determine your progress along the way? Many projects measure resources 
spent (money, time) and believe they have a good idea of progress. Do not make this 
mistake. You do not rely on your fuel gauge as the best way to tell you how far along 
your road trip you are. You check the GPS. You need to measure the present state, not 
resources spent. But how to do this in your SharePoint project? It’s tough, but it can 
be done. Some examples:

 End user focus group asked to find X documents using beta version and can 
find Y% within Z search terms and refinements.

 N of M Cross-Atlantic teams now using project sites instead of emailing 
documents. (Note that using is ambiguous here, you need to define this with 
respect to your organization.)

These metrics may not seem very accurate when compared to € spent. This often 
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scares those people directly responsible for the project budget, and they will want 
you to report time and money figures. Understand their reasons for measuring time 
and money; budgets are important. Then help them understand why your metrics are 
just as important. After all, no one wants a project that is delivered on time and on 
budget but delivers no value or worse. (Yes, a negative value can happen if the new 
situation is worse than the old.) 

Task: Build the team. 
A team has been mentioned a number of times already, and that is because you likely 
are not working alone on your project from day one. There is a point however when 
you need to look at your project and determine if your team is complete, or if you are 
missing any skills. This is something that will need to be revisited on a regular basis, 
but having a definition of your team as part of the project governance ensures this is 
not a reactive process always trying to keep up with the project needs, but a proactive 
part of the project planning.

NO PROJECT EVER GOES TO PLAN.

Task: Plan for flat tires.
No project ever goes to plan. Circumstances change and the better you are prepared 
for changes, the easier it is to deal with them. This includes scope changes, team 
changes or budget changes. Having processes for such events defined as part of your 
project governance helps you act quickly when the events occur. These processes 
should be defined up front and be part of your one truth document so that there are 
no surprises and minimal discussion when a quick reaction is necessary.

Successfully completing Part 2 ensures that the right team is in place, this team knows 
the goal of the project and there is a defined means to measure progress towards this 
goal.

Part 3. Off we go!

Task: Architectures 
Note that the title of this task is plural. That is because there are a few architectures 
that you will need to define and design as part of your project governance. This is not 
typically a job for one person, but will fall to various team members as appropriate. It 
is beyond the scope of this article to go into any depth for these topics, but there are 
sufficient resources available for these.

Some of what you need to think about:

 Information Architecture – What information does the project interact with, 
store, create? How will this information be managed? Who will be responsible 
for which information? What is the lifecycle of the various pieces of information? 

 Software Architecture – Which software will the project use? Which versions? 
How will the software be configured? How will various software packages 
interact? What software needs to be developed?

 Environment Architecture – Which of Development, Test, Staging and Production 
environments does the project require, and how will these be provided? What 
is the process for moving changes between these environments?

 Server Architecture – How many servers and of what type are involved in the 
project? Where are they? Who is responsible for each?

Task: Standard Operating Procedure
Once your project is up and running, it needs to keep delivering value. This can only 
be achieved by ensuring that the system keeps running. The project governance 
needs to define what the Service Level Agreements are for various metrics such 
as page response time, document recovery, etc. You also need to define disaster 
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recovery procedures including when and how often these are tested. All this needs 
to be defined before the project reaches the operations phase so that the people 
responsible can prepare.

Task: Create some buzz 
Your real customer is the end user who will interact with the result of your project 
once it is live. You need to involve them well in advance, and it begins by creating 
awareness. Give your project an identity and do some marketing. Calling the project 
‘the SharePoint project’ will not get the best results. Ensure that the end users know 
why the project exists and what it aims to deliver to them. Then create a means for 
these end users to talk back. Feedback from them is essential in keeping your project 
on the right path to delivering value, so it is essential that this type of two-way 
communication is set up and active.

Task: We learn by teaching
Identify end users who want to be early adopters of the new system. Start training this 
group of users on the new system as early as possible. This is a great channel to collect 
feedback on the system itself, as well as on the effectiveness of the training program 
that you should be preparing at this point. One outcome of this task is creating a 
strategy for training every single end user who will interact with the system. You 
need to understand what type of training will work for your project and in your 
company, thus early testing of your chosen approach is critical. Do not assume people 
will just ‘figure it out’.

Task: If you build it, they will come. 
With some IT systems, this may be the case. Generally SharePoint projects do NOT fall 
into this category. SharePoint projects are disruptive and require that people change 
some core aspects of how they work. Change is hard, especially when we are all busy 
trying to get our job done. 

Ensure there is a user adoption strategy. How will you push and pull your users towards 
the new system? How will you ensure that they keep using it? What type of users are 
there in the organization, and how will you ensure that you are getting more than 
just the tech savvy crowd excited?

YOU ARE BETTER OFF HAVING A MEETING
WITH ALL THE STAKEHOLDERS WHERE EVERYONE

PRIVATELY CHOOSES A PROGRESS GRADE OF A TO F.

Task: Where are we? 
As you are working on the project, make sure to stop every now and then to see what 
progress has been made. Use the metrics you have defined, as well as all the user 
feedback that is being generated to gauge how the project is progressing. This should 
be done with as many people as practically possible, and should not be an exercise 
in mathematics. While it is important to measure, it is also important to realize that 
there are too many variables at play to determine some elusive ‘one number’. You 
are better off having a meeting with all the stakeholders where everyone privately 
chooses a progress grade of A to F. If the progress is not sufficient or there are big 
discrepancies, focus on determining what needs to change.

Successfully completing Part 3 means that the project is well under way. You are 
driving the project towards the goal and continuously checking and adjusting your 
direction against metrics and progress evaluation.
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Part 4. Are we there yet? Are we there yet?

Task: Educate the masses
The project seems to be coming to an end; the goal is in sight. All the technology is 
in place, but there are some critical bits to take care of. These include implementing 
the adoption strategy and training plan that was developed in the previous phase. 

You also need to ensure that proper support is available to the end users. Support and 
training go hand in hand, and a fine balance of the two is the best recipe for success. 
The project governance needs to define the time periods for the training phase, as 
well as any expected high volume support phase expected. Think of multiple means 
of support during this phase such as the traditional helpdesk, but also floorwalkers 
and lunch help sessions.

Task: Was it worth it? 
Define an end of project evaluation session with as many stakeholders as possible. 
Regardless of the outcome, it is critical that the team as a whole have a shared 
understanding of the outcome. If some see a success while others see a failure, 
something has gone wrong and realignment is necessary. If the periodic measurement 
steps were done correctly, no surprises should be met here.

Task: Keep governance alive.
This is important throughout the project as well as after go-live. Ensure that all 
outcomes of these tasks are documented and updated as they change. Governance 
is not just some document created once and filed away. Governance is the shared 
understanding of the present situation and of the desired situation, combined with 
an agreed upon path between these situations. Since all of these are often changing, 
so should your governance. 

“IF A THING LIKE THIS IS WORTH DOING AT ALL,
IT’S WORTH DOING RIGHT”

Conclusion
This article presents a simple recipe for starting with SharePoint governance. 
Since SharePoint governance is far from a simple task, there must be bits that are 
oversimplified in this article as well has bits that are missed altogether. The hope 
however, is that this will serve as a starting point for those who find themselves on 
the path towards governance and do not know where to begin. 

Some of the tasks may seem overwhelming and time consuming. This can be the case. 
They are nevertheless critical to success, and should not be skipped. A quote from 
Hunter S. Thompson’s Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas comes to mind: “If a thing like 
this is worth doing at all, it’s worth doing right”.

Some Resources 
Microsoft on SharePoint governance: 
 http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/ff800826.aspx

21-Apps eBook on measuring the intangible: 
 http://bit.ly/eBook-MeasuringSocial

My (Joe Capka’s) take on what governance is: 
 http://jcapka.blogspot.com/2011/11/if-you-still-dont-get-what-governance.html

2-day Course on SharePoint governance (not free): 
 http://spgovia.com/

A simple but effective site reminding us to keep asking ‘Why?’: 
 http://whytoad.com
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